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Today, distributed applications run at data centre and Internet scales, from intensive data
analysis, such as MapReduce; to the dynamic demands of a worldwide audience, such
as YouTube. The network is essential to these applications at both scales. To provide
adequate support, we must understand the full requirements of the applications, which
are revealed by the workloads. In this thesis, we study distributed system applications
at different scales to enrich this understanding.
Large-scale Internet applications have been studied for years, such as social network-
ing service (SNS), video on demand (VoD), and content delivery networks (CDN). An
emerging type of video broadcasting on the Internet featuring crowdsourced live video
streaming has garnered attention allowing platforms such as Twitch to attract over 1
million concurrent users globally. To better understand Twitch, we collected real-time
popularity data combined with metadata about the contents and found the broadcasters
rather than the content drives its popularity. Unlike YouTube and Netflix where con-
tent can be cached, video streaming on Twitch is generated instantly and needs to be
delivered to users immediately to enable real-time interaction. Thus, we performed a
large-scale measurement of Twitchs content location revealing the global footprint of its
infrastructure as well as discovering the dynamic stream hosting and client redirection
strategies that helped Twitch serve millions of users at scale.
We next consider applications that run inside the data centre. Distributed computing
applications heavily rely on the network due to data transmission needs and the schedul-
ing of resources and tasks. One successful application, called Hadoop, has been widely
deployed for Big Data processing. However, little work has been devoted to understand-
ing its network. We found the Hadoop behaviour is limited by hardware resources and
processing jobs presented. Thus, after characterising the Hadoop traffic on our testbed
i
with a set of benchmark jobs, we built a simulator to reproduce Hadoops job traffic.
With the simulator, users can investigate the connections between Hadoop traffic and
network performance without additional hardware cost. Different network components
can be added to investigate the performance, such as network topologies, queue policies,
and transport layer protocols.
In this thesis, we extended the knowledge of networking by investigated two widely-
used applications in the data centre and at Internet scale. We (i)studied the most
popular live video streaming platform Twitch as a new type of Internet-scale distributed
application revealing that broadcaster factors drive the popularity of such platform,
and we (ii)discovered the footprint of Twitch streaming infrastructure and the dynamic
stream hosting and client redirection strategies to provide an in-depth example of video
streaming delivery occurring at the Internet scale, also we (iii)investigated the traffic
generated by a distributed application by characterising the traffic of Hadoop under
various parameters, (iv)with such knowledge, we built a simulation tool so users can
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Networks are essential for todays global demands in the exchange of information. From
local access networks, where users are located, to data centres, where content is stored,
the network is everywhere supporting the delivery of information. However, with an
increasing number of applications, networks must be more flexible and smarter to han-
dle many different kinds of traffic. Especially when used in distributed application envi-
ronments, the network is used intensively. Distributed applications run on multiple
computers, execute tasks on multiple systems simultaneously, and use the network to
coordinate and communicate.
1.1 Motivation
Distributed applications need to communicate with multiple servers or devices on the
same network from any geographical location. The distributed nature of the applications
refer to data or computing tasks being spread out over multiple computers. Though
various techniques have been proposed to simplify the process of spreading resources, the
network remains essential for distributed applications to coordinate tasks and transport
data over multiple machines. For example, virtualisation makes the shifting of computing
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resources more manageable, but also needs the network to cope dynamically with the
data flows. To address this need for flexibility in the network, the networking community
proposed the introduction of many new features including enhanced reliability, security,
and robustness. For example, software-defined networking (SDN) and network function
virtualisation (NFV) have been recently proposed so that networking functions can be
operated dynamically to cope with different applications.
However, with so many different technologies available, the network still needs to be
configured according to the expected traffic, and proper configuration of the network is
necessary to help with the performance of traffic delivery. Taking data centre networking
(DCN) as an example,Singla et al. [1] pointed out that traffic patterns are still a key
factor in measuring DCN performance and guiding the traffic engineering mechanisms,
queue policies, and congestion control protocols. However, applications have different
traffic patterns and performance metrics, for example, (i) video content has high require-
ments for throughput and delay, but not packet loss, (ii) instant messaging has high
requirements on packet loss and latency, (iii) web requests [2] require low delay in
network paths, (iv) grid and high-performance computing require high reliability and
fault tolerance [3] from the network, and (v) virtualization environments require net-
works to be more dynamic in response to varying applications [4]. Thus, configuring the
network properly is challenging as it calls for an in-depth understanding of application
behaviours, requirements, and traffic bottlenecks.
Profiling application traffic and understanding application behaviour is essential for
determining the appropriate network set-up and configuration. Profiling applications is a
complicated process due to the diversity of application behaviours, and applications have
differing popularities. People tend to study popular applications that provide significant
impacts on the network, such as the work done characterising the traffic workload for both
applications in the data centre [2, 4–8] where the computational, storage and network
resources are interconnected, and applications on the Internet [9–13] where end users are
more involved. Many observers discovered that different traffic patterns are generated
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from applications. Ersoz et al. [6] observed the traffic of applications based on web
requests and server replies and characterised the distribution of different workloads.
Roy et al. [14] exposed the traffic patterns of applications including the web, caching,
and Hadoop inside a data centre hosting a social network platform, and found various
traffic arrival patterns and scales for different applications. Similarly, on the Internet,
Rao et al. [15] found that Netflix and YouTube adapt streaming strategies depending on
the application and container (Silverlight, Flash, or HTML5) used. With a change of
application or container, the network may be significantly impacted.
Thus, there are no shortcuts to finding application traffic patterns as applications
must be analysed individually. Because the measurement methodology matters for traffic
characteristics, especially on flow size and concurrent flows [16], data-driven studies are
the most reliable approach for exploring application behaviours. New applications need
to be analysed with a reliable method to reveal their network behaviour. In this thesis,
we extend the understanding of distributed applications so that new insights can be
found while choosing networking technologies accordingly.
1.2 Problem Statement
The behaviour of many important applications which recently emerged has not yet been
investigated, such as the distributed application and user-generated live video streaming.
Without a thorough understanding of application behaviour, the network cannot deliver
the application traffic better than a best-effort. This thesis addresses this deficiency and
commits to extending the understanding of such applications. We identify popular and
important applications at different scales and bridge the gap from understanding the
application behaviour to improving application traffic delivery.
The profiled applications from previous studies [2, 4–13] fall into the two categories
of small-scale (internal DCN) and large-scale over the Internet (inter-DCNs or ISPs).
We follow the same principle to find important applications across these two scales.
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Applications may require different methods to expose their behaviour. For example,
large-scale applications have limited visibility of the traffic as we cannot capture all the
related traffic on the Internet. So, we need to understand the content popularity to obtain
an estimation of the demand for content delivery. However, with full visibility of data
centre scale applications, packets can be captured from the entire network to analyse the
application behaviour. We first carefully select the applications, review related analysis
methods, and then use specific methods to profile the applications.
1.2.1 Large Scale Distributed Applications
Large-scale applications are commonly experienced on the Internet, such as online search-
ing [17], social network services [18, 19], and online video streaming [20, 21]. Of these,
video traffic delivery is the most challenging due to the requirements of high through-
put and low latency. With the widespread deployment of broadband access, video has
become a key content type transported over the Internet. Thus, video-on-demand (VOD)
services such as like Netflix, user-generated VOD services such as YouTube, and online
video streaming services such as PPLive are all well studied in terms of content popu-
larity [22–24], video delivery methods [25–29], and infrastructure [30–34].
Recently, a new type of video service on the Internet, user generated live video stream-
ing, has become a significant component of Internet traffic [35], represented by appli-
cations such as Twitch [36], YouTube Gaming [37], Facebook Live, Periscope [38], and
Meerkat. Of these, Twitch and YouTube Gaming are video-gaming-oriented streaming
platforms. Video games are a form of entertainment enjoyed by a diverse, worldwide
consumer base, and with such an exciting new generation of technology and content, the
video game industry is expected to continue to thrive. In 2014, 51% of U.S. households
owned a dedicated game console, and gaming is simultaneously expanding to additional
devices, such as smartphones, tablets, and smart TVs, as many people are shifting their
time from traditional TV or cinema into this more interactive form of entertainment [39].
This $93 billion industry is proliferating with an 8% annual growth rate similar to the
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film industry [40, 41]. Traditionally, gaming has been a pastime enjoyed by those who
choose to play. However, a trend emerged recently by which gaming has become an enter-
tainment option for those who wish to consume passively. Major eSports tournaments
are enjoyed by millions earning huge revenues (20% of the total game industry [40]), yet
mainstream media outlets have paid little attention to such phenomenon. Video gaming
content plus user-generated live video streaming created the undeniable popularity of
Twitch, which recently was reported as the 4th largest website in the U.S. by peak traf-
fic [35], and the concurrent viewership exceeded 2 million users in real-time during a sin-
gle event in early 2015 [42]. Though others have started similar services, (e.g., YouTube
Gaming), they are yet to experience the same level of demand of Twitch [43, 44]. Its
massive scale drew the attention of other prominent companies as rumours of Googles
acquisition interests began to circulate around 2013, and in August 2014, Amazon pur-
chased Twitch for $970 million. However, the user behaviour of such a popular platform
remains poorly understood.
Twitch introduces at least two core innovations in presenting the video gaming con-
tent: (i) any user can provide a personal live stream (potentially to millions of viewers)
and (ii) this upload must occur in real-time due to the live social interaction between
consumers and producers. Twitch is oriented towards video games allowing users to
broadcast their gameplay as well as to watch major eSports tournaments with pro-
fessional players. Popular types of channels include amateurs broadcasting their game-
play, competitive eSports tournaments with commentaries, coaching game sessions, char-
ity marathon events, and experimental large-scale cooperative events where games are
played collectively. This user-generated live video streaming challenges the current video
content delivery architecture. However, we do not possess much knowledge of how the
infrastructure should be built.
In this thesis, we analyse the Twitch platform. Similar to previous studies on large-
scale video services, we focus on user behaviour and infrastructure. To perform data-
driven research, we collected data from the Twitch API to investigate the user behaviour
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exposed by stream popularity. We then explored channel and game popularity, highlight-
ing the nature of broadcasters as well as various unusual events observed. We performed
a large-scale active measurement over hundreds of open proxies to probe the servers
hosting the live stream. We discovered the footprint and streaming strategy of Twitch
as a state-of-the-art content delivery strategy for user-generated live video streaming.
1.2.2 Data Centre Scale Distributed Applications
Apart from applications running at Internet-scale, we also profile an application running
inside a data centre. A typical class of applications running inside data centres is dis-
tributed applications that enable Big Data processing. Today, data volumes are growing
rapidly, which are generated from sources as diverse as mobile phones to the traffic and
wireless sensor networks of many cities. By analysing datasets with significant volume,
variety, velocity, and variability, we can discover more correlations to guide scientific
research or business intelligence.
However, Big Data challenges include the capturing, storage, and processing of data.
Relational database management systems and desktop statistics and visualisation pack-
ages often have difficulty handling an extreme amount of data. The work requires mas-
sively parallel software running on a large number of servers [45]. Previously, Big Data
analysis platforms were built by corporations with a special need. For example, the first
systems to store and analyse terabytes of data, named DBC 1012, was built by the Ter-
adata Corporation in 1984 [46] and the HPCC (High-Performance Computing Cluster)
system [47] was built by LexisNexis Group [48] in 2008. Following the same concept
of having separate data storage and processing, Google published two papers on a scal-
able distributed file system, GFS (Google File System) [49], and a parallel-processing
framework, MapReduce [50]. Both frameworks were very successful, so others repli-
cated the approach, and an Apache open-source project named Hadoop adopted the
implementation. Hadoop made Big Data analysis accessible to the public with hetero-
geneous and inexpensive commodity hardware. Based on Hadoop, the community went
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on to enrich the functions by published a series of tools including stream processing, in-
memory processing, NoSQL databases, machine learning suits, and cluster management
components. These tools comprised a mature Big Data analysis eco-system, which then
boosted Hadoops popularity by making it the industry standard for distributed data pro-
cessing. As of now, most modern Big Data processing systems continue to use Hadoop
for these sorts of applications making it the most fundamental tool in the community.
As the leading Big Data analysis platform, Hadoop is expected to grow to a $50.2 billion
market by 2020 [51].
Distributed systems like Hadoop heavily rely on the network for coordinating resources
and tasks. Even though networks are essential for building any Hadoop cluster, the
networking-related behaviour is not fully explored. Previous studies established the
importance of networking, for example, Jiang et al. [52] listed I/O as one of the five
most important factors that affect Hadoop performance (the other factors include data
indexing, record parsing, data transformation, and block-level scheduling). Sur et al. [53]
found that an increase of bandwidth in a Hadoop cluster from 1 gigabit to 10 gigabits
can reduce the time for a sort operation by 11%. However, despite evidence that the
network can improve the performance of Hadoop, most of the network-related studies
are focused on flexible data placement to reduce the traffic when importing data into
Hadoop [54–57]. Carefully placing the data blocks can indeed reduce the network traffic
generated by Hadoop. However, this is only the beginning of data processing. A signif-
icant portion of the traffic is generated during processing rather than at the beginning,
for example, as in shuffle traffic. We argue that a proper study of Hadoop network
behaviour is necessary to deliver Hadoop traffic better. While we find previous studies
on data centre networking, many do not apply to Hadoop. As indicated in [14], the
Hadoop traffic pattern is different from other data centre applications, such as web or
caching. The traffic patterns will result in different networking performance [1], over-
throw existing knowledge on better support of such application. Thus, a critical problem
to research in this study is filling the gap between Hadoop traffic with existing network
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Table 1-A: A comparison of various data centre-related applications.
YouTube Netflix Twitch Web OpenStack Hadoop
Scale large large large large local local
Traffic pattern C2S C2S C2S C2S S2S S2S
User Diversity low low low low high high
Traffic Visibility low low low low high high
Traffic Demand 1b [58] 83m [59] 100m [60] varies varies varies
performance evaluation techniques, so that network researchers can understand how to
better support distributed applications like Hadoop.
In this thesis, we analyse Hadoop traffic in various scenarios to discover Hadoop traffic
patterns and how to evaluate the network performance for distributed applications.
1.2.3 Summary
Table. 1-A summarises the features of related applications, including scale (over the
Internet or internal DCN), traffic patterns (client-to-server or server-to-server), user
diversity (how traffic is served differently to users), traffic visibility (can the traffic be
acquired), and traffic demand (daily usage). As an online video streaming platform,
Twitch is dedicated to providing user-generated video game streaming for millions of
users on the Internet. Although different content is streamed over each users connection,
the HTTP-based web requests are similar. On the other hand, Hadoop is an open source
data analysis platform working in a distributed manner. Analysis tasks are offloaded to
multiple nodes to perform various parallel processing algorithms. Due to the demand
for low packet loss and low latency in data analysis, Hadoop is normally deployed over
a local network, which enables full visibility of the network traffic. After identifying the
applications, the goal is to explore these from both a usage and a network perspective
by looking at what are the application behaviours, how is the traffic generated, and
how does the traffic profile affect the network. By profiling Hadoop and Twitch, this
thesis extends the understanding of application behaviour to two other important areas,
namely distributed applications and user-generated live video streaming.
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1.3 Research Goals
To acquire a better understanding of distributed applications from the networking per-
spective, this thesis proposes the following research targets.
First, regarding the Twitch application:
• Characterise Twitch to explore the user behaviour behind popularity to reveal the
uniqueness of user-generated live video streaming. Twitch traffic is only generated
when the broadcasters are streaming, and viewers are watching. So, the content
popularity indicates the traffic generated, and we collect Twitch stream popularity
to characterise this traffic. Unlike traditional VOD platforms where popularity is
correlated with the video content, we find the primary factor driving popularity
in Twitch is the streamer, or the person producing the streaming content. The
streamer is part of the content and represents more than just the game or games
they play.
• Explore the infrastructure deployment, hosting, and redirection strategies of Twitch
to reveal the content delivery of live video streaming. As a large-scale web service,
Twitch.tv serves millions of users on the Internet. Unlike traditional VOD plat-
forms, the content delivered on Twitch is live and non-storable. Thus, we can
profile the content delivery infrastructure of Twitch. We find that Twitch is using
a different CDN strategy compared to traditional VOD. Instead of using ISP caches,
Twitch manages its own data centres on different continents. We also find that the
performance of this deployment is limited by Twitchs Internet peering connections.
Second, regarding the Hadoop application:
• Characterise and model the traffic generated by Hadoop, under various cluster set-
tings, jobs, and job settings. By characterising the Hadoop traffic under various
scenarios, for example, block size, input split size, TeraSort, and PageRank, we find
that Hadoop traffic varies over only a few parameters. With such parameters taken
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into consideration, we can acquire a broader spectrum of Hadoop traffic patterns
so that the traffic further reproduced is more authentic.
• Generate the Hadoop traffic in a simulation environment, so that the network per-
formance of different networking techniques can be evaluated. On the one hand,
profiling network performance for distributed applications has been difficult due to
the cost of hardware and labour, for example, experiments with various network
topologies require hundreds of devices and several days to set up. On the other
hand, network performance, e.g., throughput, latency, and packet loss, directly
affects the distributed application performance. To bridge the gap, we present a
tool that simplifies the process and enables the evaluation of network components
with authentic Hadoop traffic in ns3.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is structured as follows:
• Part I-Introduction outlines the work of the thesis.
• Part II-Background and Related Work:
– When serving users on a global scale, services need to cope with long content
delivery distance and uneven traffic demand across various regions. Thus, the
infrastructure deployment needs to be carefully designed, including deploy-
ing multiple servers in different regions. Chapter 2 introduces the related
work on existing large-scale Internet web services, including the infrastruc-
ture deployment and traffic demand measured by content popularity. It fur-
ther illustrates an emerging type of Internet web service, the user-generated
live video streaming in Section 2.3. Compared to traditional VOD, live video
streaming requires lower latency due to the need for real-time interaction
between broadcaster and viewers. Section 2.3.3 overviews the existing studies
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on delivering online video streaming traffic.
– Due to the importance of networking in distributed applications, Chap-
ter 3 briefly introduces data centre networking and distributed processing
applications. Unlike large-scale web services that usually run on the Internet,
distributed processing applications normally run inside a data centre network
due to the high traffic demand and high data integrity requirements. Thus,
we first explain the network performance measures in data centre networks in
Section 3.2.1 to identify the objects of our study. We also briefly introduce
research done on data centre networking in Section 3.2.2 from the physical
layer topologies to transport layer protocols. Finally, we introduce the dis-
tributed processing applications represented by the Hadoop eco-system and
the work done on studying the impacts of networking in distributed process-
ing applications. With this, we develop a background to support our further
study.
• Part III-Profiling a Large-scale Online Video Streaming Platform:
– Chapter 4 investigates the most popular live video streaming platform,
Twitch, as an instance of a large-scale user-generated live streaming platform.
We characterise the system from the data provided by the Twitch API to
understand what drives the popularity of each stream. By diving into games,
broadcasters, and tournaments, we reveal the spectrum of how popularity
works in Twitch.
– Chapter 5 further investigates the infrastructure deployment of Twitch.
Unlike YouTube or Netflix, where video content can be cached in different
locations to distribute the load, live video streaming in Twitch is uploaded
by broadcasters in real-time and delivered to viewers in real-time to enable
interactions. Thus, we use proxies all over the world as vantage points to
profile how Twitch offloads the content on a global scale.
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• Part IV Profiling a data centre Scale Distributed Processing Application:
– Chapter 6 investigates Hadoop traffic as an example of data centre-scale
applications. Little work has been done on the network aspects of Hadoop,
so we start with characterising the Hadoop traffic generated under different
scenarios, including cluster settings, jobs, and job settings. Based on the
traffic observed, we propose a set of system level parameters to describe and
fit the Hadoop traffic.
– Based on the traffic fitting results, Chapter 7 develops a simulation tool
(called Keddah) that can reproduce the Hadoop traffic. We illustrate the
specific design of Keddah to show how it imitates the Hadoop behaviour,
including resource management, container-based processing, and traffic gen-
eration. We also compare the traffic from the simulation against the real
traffic captured for validation of the simulation. Finally, we demonstrate a
few examples that use Keddah to profile network components, including data
centre topology and transport layer protocols.
• Part V-Conclusion and future work.
– Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarising the work and reviewing
contributions along with comments regarding the limitations of this work and
future directions for related networking innovations.
Part II
Background & Related Work
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Chapter 2
Large-scale Live video streaming
Before we start profiling Twitch, we first look at the existing studies on large-scale video
applications. Various services can be found on the Internet providing daily access to
multiple types of media including text, music and videos. However, video is considered
to be the most challenging application to network over the Internet due to the high
bandwidth and low latency requirements.
In this chapter, we first look at the infrastructure deployment of various large-scale
video services including YouTube, Netflix and Hulu. One important factor to justify the
infrastructure is the traffic, which represented by content popularity [61–63]. Thus, we
further look into the studies on popularity to help us justify infrastructure..
Even though multiple VOD, user-generated VOD and video streaming platforms
have existed for years, an emerging type of video streaming service has become a major
composition of Internet traffic recently [35]: user-generated live video streaming. In
user-generated live video streaming, the video content needs to be transmitted with low
latency, to enable live interaction between viewers and broadcasters. Later in this chap-
ter, we look into the emergence of the platform Twitch and discuss the various techniques
proposed to reduce the transmission delay in user-generated live video streaming.
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2.1 Large-scale Video Services Infrastructure
To run a service at a global scale, the service provider needs to consider a set of problems
such as support high traffic load and overcome the high transport latency. However, most
of the problems can be solved by carefully choosing the infrastructure deployment. For
example, high traffic load can be shared by multiple servers to reduce the load on each
server; long delivery distance can be optimised by placing multiple servers in the Content
Delivery Network (CDN) [64]. Thus, the infrastructure deployment is one of the most
important topics in large scale video services. In this section, we will go through various
architectures available for video services.
2.1.1 Background on Internet Topology
A detailed understanding of the Internets topology is essential for evaluating the per-
formance of networking protocols and developing improved designs for resource provi-
sioning [65]. There are three different levels at which to describe the network topology:
the link layer topology, the network layer topology, and the overlay topology [66]. Link
layer topology [67] is relatively difficult to profile, due to the sensitiveness of connectivity
information and difficult in measurement.
However, there is considerable scientific literature devoted to the discovery of network
layer topology. The network layer topology, sometimes referred to generically as the
internet topology, is the key measurement of Internet structure. The Internet topology
can be represented in four levels: IP interface level [68, 69], the router level [70, 71],
Point of Presence (PoP) level [72, 73], and Autonomous System (AS) level [74–77].
During those studies, many important attributes are found, for example, the Internet
topologies exhibit power laws for outdegree of node (domain or router) versus rank,
number of nodes versus outdegree, number of node pairs within a neighbourhood versus
neighborhood size (in hops), and eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix versus rank [78–80].
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In this thesis, the Internet topology is seen as the foundation of application network.
We focus more on the application network itself, or the overlay network composed of the
application. There is a notable number of studies made on this area [81, 82], however,
we will introduce a few that related to the network of video content delivery.
2.1.2 VOD Infrastructure
In video-on-demand platforms, the video contents are all uploaded and managed by
the platform. Thus the infrastructure used is also relatively more straightforward. Use
Netflix for example, Adhikari et al. [32] firstly identified the CDN locations used by three
popular VOD services: Hulu, Netflix, and Amazon VOD. Then, Adhikari et al. [27] also
found Netflix performs the server selection statically for each user, based on the user
profile back in the year 2012. Not just Netflix, Amazon VOD uses only Akamai for
content delivery; hence the selection policy relies on that of Akamai’s. More recently,
the specific architecture of Netflix CDNs are identified: Böttger et al. [34] found Netflix
delivers its content to end users through its own caches (called Open Connect Appliances)
that are either deployed within different host networks or placed at critical IXPs. In
summary, the architecture of a VoD system like Netflix is presented by Figure. 2.1 where
servers are deployed in both ISPs and IXPs to serve users from the same location.
2.1.3 User-generated VOD Infrastructure
User-generated VOD platforms allow users to upload videos for sharing. Managing
millions of videos and delivering them to the users can be very challenging. One of
the most well-known user-generated VOD platforms is YouTube, and many studies have
been conducted on it. Adhikari et al. [30] collected Netflow traffic within a tier-1 ISP
to locate YouTube data centres. They found only a few data centres in the US were in
charge of distributing the videos around the world. After two years, the same authors
further used PlanetLab nodes to enumerate YouTube servers and geolocated them in









Figure 2.1: Netflix infrastructure architecture: servers are deployed in both
ISPs and IXPs.
[83]. They successfully identified 47 different YouTube cache clusters over four continents
from domain name service (DNS) records.
On a large scale, Adhikari et al. [31] used PlanetLab nodes to probe and measure
YouTube, found YouTube is using many different cache servers hosted inside user ISPs.
Torres et al. [26] captured traces in a campus network, showing the server selected by
the YouTube CDN for streaming the video is usually the closest one to the user with
few notable exceptions. Based on this, the architecture of YouTube can be captured in
Figure. 2.2 where, servers are widely deployed in ISP caches with few exceptions from
the company owned AS.
2.1.4 Live Video Streaming Infrastructure
Live video streaming is also one of the most popular video sharing services on the Inter-
net. Company-owned videos are streamed in real-time to serve the contents in a television
manner, thus named IPTV (Internet Protocol Television). One of the pioneer named
WebTV (later acquired by Microsoft and renamed to MSN TV) accumulated as much as
800k users by 1999 [84, 85]. However, due to the high bandwidth required for the cen-












Figure 2.2: YouTube infrastructure architecture: servers are widely deployed
in ISP caches with few exceptions from company owned AS.
tralized streaming system, researchers are often focused on bandwidth compression [86]
or video encoding techniques such as Variable-bit-rate (VBR) [87] and scalable video
coding [87].
Other the other hand, due to the same contents delivered among users, multicast
and P2P (Peer to Peer) are often used to assist the delivery [88]. CoolStreaming [89],
the first large-scale mesh-pull (pull videos from a mesh-shaped overlay peer network)
live streaming system, demonstrated the feasibility to support a scalable video delivery
service with reasonably good viewing quality over the best-effort Internet. PPLive is
one of the most well-known live video streaming applications which, stands out due to
its increasing popularity. Hei et al. developed active crawling apparatus to measure the
global view of the PPLive network in [90], providing an understanding of how to archi-
tect a successful large-scale P2P IPTV system. More recently, three video streaming
platforms including PPLive, SOPCast, and TVAnts are analyzed [91], with a system-
atical exploration of the mechanism driving the peer-selection in the different systems
performed. While the P2P architecture can significantly reduce the traffic load from the
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centralised streaming server, some unpopular channels can suffer from poor streaming
performance due to lack of peers. Thus, like VOD or user-generated VOD systems, CDN
based content delivery is also used in live video streaming [92].
In conclusion, by using a P2P fashion in delivering video streaming content as pre-
sented in Figure.2.3, the bandwidth cost of the company can be hugely reduced by




Figure 2.3: Due to the same content are shared among users, PPLive delivers
traffic in a P2P manner to reduce the bandwidth and latency.
2.2 Popularity of Large-scale Video Services
User behaviour analysis is also an important part of the whole picture as the improvement
of content delivery, or content management needs to be based on the understanding of
end users [94]. Different methods have been developed to help understand behaviour.
For example, mining browsing histories [95] and extracting information from online social
media [96–98]. In this section, we focus on the measurements on content popularity as
it is still the most obvious way of inferring traffic.
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2.2.1 VOD User Behaviour
Krishnappa et al. [99] profiled 2300 videos from Hulu and found the content popularity
follows a Zipf distribution and 77.69% of the content are repeatedly requested. Zeng et
al. [100] found the content popularity is hugely affected by the content lifetime, for
example, short lifetime contents on Digg are affected by recent popularity; however
total popularity is a better factor in long lifetime content platforms such as Netflix
and Movielens. Furthermore, content popularity is way more duplicated among users
in regional VOD services such as BBC iPlayer. Karamshuk et al. [101] found as much
as 88% of the traffic is duplicated among users. This concentrated content popularity
explains the straightforward infrastructure deployment well: as long as few popular items
are distributed to the cache servers, the viewing performance can be guaranteed.
Where over 70% to 80% percent of the video requests are multiple requests for the
same content in commercial VoD, the same figure in the user-generated VoD platform
YouTube is only 25% [102]. A more detailed comparison is made in [103], including
content production rate, distinct publishers, length of videos, popularity distribution and
use of caching. The nature of the UGC popularity shapes the popularity distribution,
including generates a long tail, alters the skewness and breaks the power-law behaviour
for very popular contents. Caching the most popular contents can offload the server
traffic by as much as 50%, way fewer than the VoD.
Beyond YouTube, a more extreme example showing how UGC content differs from
traditional VoD is presented in [104]. Tyson et al. found the content popularity on
YouPorn is not related to duration or category, but affected by upload age, number of
categories and accessibility. New video content can trigger a short burst of activity in
general, then followed by a popularity collapse.
All these characteristics of UGC indicate the difficulty in predicting and managing
video content. Thus, more caches need to be deployed infrastructure wise thus the
popular contents can be rapidly replicated to ensure the viewing experience as well as
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reduce the over all traffic. This can further justify the infrastructure architecture we
discussed before.
2.2.2 Live Video Streaming User Behaviour
Ali et al. [105] study the traffic characteristics of controlled peers on PPLive and SopCast,
found a Weibull distribution of peer lifetime. Passive sniffing was also utilized to study
the traffic pattern of PPLive, PPStream, TVAnts, and SopCast in [106]. Also, a few
works measured the global popularity of channels. Li et al. [22] found that PPLive
provides different levels of QoS support for various channels: popular channels often
have sufficient resources for smooth playback, while unpopular channels experiencing
serious issues such as occasional glitches, re-buffering and broken streams. That said,
even though use of peers in live video streaming can help reduce the traffic replication,
caching servers are still needed to help ensure the performance of less popular channels.
2.3 User-generated Live Video Streaming
Recently, a new type of video services on the Internet, which is user-generated live
video streaming, has dominated Internet traffic [35], represented by applications like
Twitch [36], YouTube Gaming [37], Facebook Live [107] and Periscope [38]. Deliver
user-generated live video streaming can be very challenging due to (i)the user-generated
part will make the content popularity difficult to predict and manage; and (ii)live video
streams need to be delivered from streamer to viewer in time to enabling real-time
interaction. Interestingly, both Twitch and YouTube Gaming are video gaming oriented
streaming platforms and have accumulated millions of users. In this section, we first
shed light in online gaming and current studies on Twitch and YouTube gaming.
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2.3.1 Online Gaming and Twitch.tv
Video gaming has a history spanning decades. Early research focused on the impact
of gaming on both society and individuals. For example, much work has investigated
the effect of gaming on school children [108], teenagers [109] and even adults [110, 111].
Recently, researchers have turned their attention to online gaming, looking at its evolu-
tion [112]. Furthermore, online social gaming has recently emerged as a hot topic, as it
integrates the fields of gaming with that of social networking [113–115]. That said, the
popularity of Twitch and YouTube Gaming share a popularity model similar to any other
physical sports. This makes Twitch popularity different from existing UGC platforms,
with more similarity shared between IPTV platforms.
Twitch is video game oriented live video streaming platform. Users can broadcast
their gameplay, as well as watch large eSports tournaments between professional play-
ers. Popular types of channels include amateurs broadcasting their gameplay, competi-
tive eSports tournaments with commentaries, coaching game sessions, charity marathon
events, and, finally, experimental large-scale cooperative events where games are played
collectively. Users in Twitch can take one of two roles, broadcaster or viewer. A broad-
caster is somebody who streams their game play via a dedicated channel, whilst a viewer
is somebody who watches the channel. Each streamer is limited to one live channel,
which is only online for a fixed period of time when the player is broadcasting. The
user interface of the live channel is shown in Figure. 2.4, including the streamer, the
gameplay, the title of the channel, name of the game, number of concurrent viewers and
number of accumulated viewers. To facilitate communication, the channels are enabled
with an in-built chat room to allow both the broadcasters and the viewers to interact
with each other as shown in the right part of Figure. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of Twitch.tv, a platform for users to share their game
playing video streaming worldwide.
2.3.2 Popularity of User-Generated Live Streaming
A few other researchers have started to look into this new game broadcast platform from
different angles, including how live broadcasting has shaped the way people treat video
games [116]. A particular case is “TwitchPlaysPokemon” which, by enabling viewers
playing the game “Pokemon” together using commands from the chat room, has accu-
mulated over 1 million viewers on Twitch [117]. This viral channel can boost Twitch
popularity and also attract more than 80% of Twitch viewers into this solo channel. Such
unpredictable behaviour which, in terms of both popularity and lifttime, makes Twitch
a different platform compared to traditional UGC platforms such as YouTube [118]. Fol-
lowing that, more attention has been put on the content delivery side, including traffic
delivery over the Internet [119, 120] and measurement of the live streaming commu-
nity [121]. In general, the key to measuring the traffic or community activity is going
to be the popularity, which is considered by viewing figures in the Twitch. A few works
trying to characterise the popularity in Twitch, for example, the first look at Twitch pop-
ularity with two months of dataset [122] shows the popularity distribution and duration;
a further look pointed out the popularity of channels is highly predictable by the chan-
nel’s early viewing figures [123]. However, none of the works have investigated Twitch’s
popularity in depth, for example, study the popularity in the long term or reveal the
correlation between popularity with contents. We learned from VOD and UGC that
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contents have a huge impact on the user behaviour and popularity, thus similar principle
could apply to user-generated live video streaming as well. Thus understand the user
behaviour first is important before evaluate the underline infrastructures.
2.3.3 Infrastructure of User-Generated Live Streaming
As a video streaming service explosively growing recently, the content delivery techniques
for user-generated online video streaming platforms like Twitch has been discussed in the
research community. Claypool et al. [124] shows Twitch is the favourite video streaming
platform for e-sport fans watching live streams of video games, and the channel popu-
larity is predictable by its early stage. Implementation wise, Shea et al. [125] evaluated
the hardware costs for stream broadcasting, and found that general hardware encoders
can greatly reduce the energy usage without affecting the performance. In terms of
transportation, a preliminary design of streaming delivery using peer-to-peer approach
is proposed in [126]. And Chen et al. [127] evaluated a prototype of a live streaming
platform built with Amazon Cloud/Microsoft Azure and PlanetLab nodes.
Even though many different techniques have been proposed, none of them has investi-
gated the current infrastructure deployment of Twitch. With the production, consump-
tion, and delivery of the video content in real-time, the infrastructure needed will be
different from traditional video platforms. However, without the current deployment of
Twitch, there is no way to compare how other content delivery techniques can better
perform.
2.4 Summary
The history of delivering video on the Internet is almost as long as the history of the
Internet. By years of development, video delivering has interacted with nearly every
aspect of the network: from queue and Quality of Service (QoS) on link layer, Real-time
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transport protocol (RTP) and Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) on network layer
3, to various video coding techniques on presentation layer and different streaming tech-
niques on application layer. As the purpose of this thesis is to study the user behaviour
and underlay architecture of a user-generated live streaming platform, we show some of
the recent and relevant platforms as a reference to our study.
In this chapter, we have reviewed the previous studies on the infrastructure and
popularity of existing large-scale video platforms including video-on-demand, UGC, and
live streaming. However, a new type of video sharing service named user-generated live
video streaming may overthrow the knowledge acquired from those existing platforms.
Although previous work has focused on platforms in which static (i.e., non-live) content is
being delivered, Twitch suffers from far greater constraints due to its live real-time nature
(making caching redundant). As a platform serving user-generated live video streams,
Twitch will be different from other traditional VOD platforms. We found a few require-
ments that distinguish Twitch from the previous video streaming platforms: (i) Any user
can provide a personal live stream (potentially to millions of viewers); (ii) This upload
must occur in real-time due to the live social interaction between consumers and produc-
ers around the globe. These core innovations could differ the user behaviour of Twitch
users from existing video sharing platforms like YouTube and Netflix. The difference in
viewing behaviour and the nature of live content will then ask for a different content
delivery architecture. Hence, realistic performance measurements of user generated live
video streaming platforms very valuable yet still missing.
Chapter 3
Distributed Processing
Applications and Data Centre
Networking
Distributed systems are not only seen on the Internet scale but also regularly running
inside data centres. Recently, the BigData trend drives the blooming of large volume
data processing applications, often a distributed processing application. In this chapter,
we look at the related studies on distributed processing applications and how networking
impacts the processing performance.
Mainly due to the intensive data transmission and low packet loss tolerance, the
distributed processing applications usually run inside a data centre. A data centre is a
collection of computational, storage and network resources interconnected by a commu-
nication network [128]. Although very limited studies can be found on improving the
networking performance of distributed processing applications, data center networking
is one of the topic that devoted to improve data center application performances. In
the second part of this chapter, we briefly look at data center networking studies. We
first show the metrics that used to measure the networking performance, so we know
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what performance means. After that, we look at the previous works that aim to improve
network performance for specific applications in data centre.
3.1 Distributed Processing Applications
Distributed processing applications are commonly used in the data centre in the era of
“BigData”. When analyzing data with a huge volume, a single machine is no longer an
option for data processing. Due to the massive data volume, low transmission latency
and high data integrity requirements, the distributed processing applications are usually
running inside a single data centre. In this section, we will introduce the distributed
processing application, represented by the Hadoop eco-system. One of the methods to
evaluate the distributed processing application performance is through benchmarking.
However, to simplify the process, many simulators are proposed. We will give a few
benchmarking and simulator examples, and finally discuss the importance of networking
in distributed processing.
3.1.1 Hadoop And The Eco-system
Big data challenges the traditional data analysis process from capture, store to process of
data. Relational database management systems and desktop statistics- and visualisation-
packages often have difficulty handling big data. The work requires massively parallel
software running on tens, hundreds, or even thousands of servers [45]. Previously, big
data analysis platforms often built by corporations with a special need. Teradata Cor-
poration marketed the parallel processing DBC 1012 system back in 1984 [46] that,
was the first to store and analyse terabytes of data in 1992. In 2000, Seisint Inc.(now
LexisNexis Group [48]) developed a C++ based distributed file-sharing framework for
data storage and query. After acquiring ChoicePoint, Inc. and their high-speed paral-
lel processing platform, the two platforms were merged into HPCC (High-Performance
Computing Cluster) system [47] in 2008. In the meantime, Google published two papers
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on a scalable distributed file system GFS (Google File System) [49] and a parallel pro-
cessing framework MapReduce [50]. On the one hand, GFS provided fault tolerance
while running on inexpensive commodity hardware, and delivered high aggregate per-
formance to a large number of clients. On the other hand, MapReduce split and dis-
tributed queries across parallel nodes (the Map step) then gathered and delivered results
(the Reduce step). Both frameworks were very successful, so others replicated the algo-
rithm, and the implementation was adopted by an Apache open-source project named
Hadoop which, contains a GFS-like storage implementation named Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) and a computation framework implementation named MapReduce.
Under the Hadoop framework, large datasets can be processed in a distributed man-
ner using HDFS and MapReduce. After its success, more components were proposed
to complete the ecosystem. Some of the early applications are Hive [129] (for integra-
tion with traditional DBMS), Pig [130] (as a high-level language translating between
SQL and MapReduce), HBase [131] (as a NoSQL style key-value database on HDFS),
ZooKeeper [132] (for coordinating the configurations on the cluster) and Yarn [133] (for
MapReduce job scheduling). These applications still focus on data storage and manage-
ment, including accessing data from platforms other than HDFS or storing SQL-like data
structures in HDFS. Soon enough, applications aim to enhanced processing functionali-
ties have been developed, including Giraph [134] for graph processing, Mahout [135] for
machine learning, Sqoop [136] for data transport between the database with Flume [137]
for log style data collecting. These applications provide another abstraction layer on top
of MapReduce so that complicated algorithms can be easily achieved without strictly
using the mapper and the reducer. To further complete MapReduce, different pro-
cessing schemes are proposed including in-memory processing with Spark [138], stream
processing with Storm [139] and complicated job priority arrangements with Tez [140].
A more specific list of Hadoop related projects can be found in [141], and we show
some of the most commonly used ones in Figure. 3.1 which, contains components from
data storage to data management. Although a set of processing schemes are available
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with Hadoop, MapReduce is still the most fundamental and commonly used one. Many
other processing schemes still share the same processing paradigm as MapReduce, for
example read/write data from/to HDFS and shuffle intermediate results between dif-
ferent nodes. Thus, to understand the network traffic of Hadoop, we still start from
investigating MapReduce. By studying the network behaviour of MapReduce, we can
have a good coverage on the networking behaviour of distributed processing applications.
Figure 3.1: The Hadoop eco-system, consisting data storage, data processing,
data access, and data management components.
3.1.2 How Hadoop Works
Hadoop MapReduce [50] is a system designed to support automated parallel data process-
ing across multiple compute servers. It consists of a distributed storage system HDFS,
and a distributed execution framework called YARN [133]. MapReduce defines a two
stage execution flow where a mapping process is followed by a reduction process. Both
mapper and reducer tasks are allocated to Java Virtual Machine (JVM) containers dur-
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ing task assignment. Jobs start with the YARN Resource Manager allocating containers
to nodes. If jobs require input data that needs to be processed by mappers, the alloca-
tion will try to assign containers onto nodes where the data split is stored locally (in the
HDFS). Figure 3.2 presents the structure of a complete Hadoop job containing multiple
mappers and reducers. Map containers read the appropriate data from HDFS (traffic
identified by TCP source port 50010). Once each mapper has retrieved its allocated
data blocks, it begins to execute the computation (e.g., sorting). Results are partitioned
by key, with reducers aggregating all emitted values belonging to the same key. Thus,
results from mappers are then transferred during the shuffle step to the reducer contain-
ers (traffic identified by TCP source port 13562). Each reducer node computes results
for each key, and once all computation has been completed, the reducer writes the result
back to HDFS (traffic identified by TCP destination port 50010). Although the reducer
nodes are often on the same node of mapper, data exchange is still required to deliver
the mapper results to the reducer. This means that the Hadoop application generates a
number of traffic components during job execution.
Figure 3.2: MapReduce data processing paradigm.
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3.1.3 Networking Impact on Distributed Applications
Based on the way Hadoop works as explained in the section above, the network plays
a very important role in functioning Hadoop. With the need of combining computation
and memory resources from multiple machines, the network is essential for distributed
systems to work. However, just a small number of studies have investigated the network
behaviour of mainstream “Big Data” platforms such as Hadoop. For instance, [142]
discusses the performance of Spark, finding that job completion time can be reduced by
only 2% through network improvements. A more recent article [143] pointed out that
these results are partially an artefact of specific platform optimisations of Spark (namely,
heavy data replication to avoid network traffic). In contrast, they found that PageRank
jobs can be improved by up to 3x by increasing the network capacity from 1 Gbps to 10
Gbps.
The lack of studies on the networking aspect of distributed processing application
does not mean the network is not important. Recently, people realise the network not
only affects the distribution processing by delivering traffic passively, but also can help
achieve a better processing performance by interfering with the traffic. In-network pro-
cessing tools such as NETAGG provides an on-path aggregation service that transpar-
ently intercepts aggregation flows at edge servers using shim layers and redirects them
to aggregation nodes [144]. With NETAGG deployed, the time spend on shuffle and
reduce can be hugely shorten compared to typical data centre set-ups. These works
have confirmed the vital role of the network in the performance of distributed processing
platforms such as Hadoop MapReduce. However, in-network processing can only help
with aggregation type of operations so far. Better utilize of network requires a deep
understanding of Hadoop traffic. Thus, we aim to profile the network traffic behaviour
of Hadoop so that the knowledge can benefit both passive network transport and active
in-network processing.
Although the network plays such an important role in functioning Hadoop, the net-
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work related behaviour of Hadoop is still poorly understood. For example, we still do
know the traffic pattern of Hadoop, no to say how the traffic is going to be varied based
on different jobs. This lack of understanding prevents researchers from proposing inno-
vative network techniques on better support of Hadoop traffic delivering, thus enhance
application performance from the network perspective.
3.1.4 Distributed Application Performance Benchmarking
To address a common standard in measuring processing performance, benchmarking is
widely used. By running a certain set of jobs with similar datasets, different applications
can be put together for comparison. Various studies have looked at Hadoop workloads,
primarily for cluster benchmarking (e.g., comparing job completion times across clus-
ters). Hadoop provides some benchmarking tools. TeraSort [145], later standardised as
TPCx-HS [146], is the most popular benchmarking job for cluster comparison. There are
also more diverse Hadoop benchmarking projects such as the Big Data benchmark [147]
and HiBench [148]. These provide a more diverse set of Big Data processing use-cases,
such as machine learning or graph processing (e.g., HiBench uses Pegasus [149] to bench-
mark PageRank).
In our work, we aim to extend the purpose of benchmarking jobs from just computa-
tion performance evaluation to generating standard Hadoop job traffic. As benchmarking
jobs are carefully selected to expose the Hadoop performance, we use those jobs to expose
the network traffic generated during processing.
3.1.5 Simulating Distributed Application Performance
While evaluating the distributed processing application via benchmarking is made possi-
ble, setting up the cluster and running various jobs is still time and resource consuming.
Thus, many simulation tools are proposed to reduce time and cost spent on benchmark-
ing, and get an estimate from the simulation. Many processes can be simulated now,
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including task prediction [150, 151], computation resources simulation(CPU, memory,
storage [152]) and job complete time prediction [153, 154].
In a wider area, the simulation approach has been long used when studying the
performance of distributed systems [151, 155]. Although some work has addressed the
importance of networking in distributed processing systems [155–157], network related
simulation has not been proposed until very recently. In 2016, researchers have developed
a traffic modelling tools for Hadoop, including a C++ based Hadoop traffic simulation
tool [158] and a Docker based Hadoop cluster with mininet defined topology to generate
the Hadoop traffic [157]. However, these tools do not provide any flexibility in reproduce
the Hadoop traffic with existing network protocol stack. Thus, the tool for investigating
network performance with Hadoop traffic is still missing, for example traffic charac-
terisation, performance evaluation, and network resource management for distributed
processing applications.
3.2 Data Center Networking
While we aim to evaluate the network performance of Hadoop, we can use data center
networking studies as a background. As Hadoop is mainly deployed in the data center
in practice, we can still learn from many previous data center networking techniques.
Data centers often need to contain tens or even hundreds of thousands of server resources
and expected to be scalable and efficient to contain more [159]. Many works have been
devoted to understand as well as to improve the data center networking performance.
In this section, we first explain the metrics commonly used for measuring network per-
formances, and then we show the studies made to improve networking performance.
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3.2.1 Network Performance Metrics
3.2.1.1 Throughput
Throughput is the number of packets successfully delivered per unit time, measured in
bits per second (bps) [160, 161]. Throughput can intuitively show the available band-
width, as well as the hardware limitations. The Time Window is the period over which
the throughput is measured, often dominate the calculation of throughput. Maximum
network throughput equals the TCP window size divided by the round-trip time of
communications data packets. However, there are many overheads accounted for in
throughput in reality, including latency, TCP receive window size and system limitation,
which means the throughput measured in reality is less than the theoretical value. Thus,
the results of throughput are often measured by goodput which is the application-level
throughput.
3.2.1.2 Latency
Latency is the time delay in packet transmission, often measured either one-way (the
time from the source sending a packet to the destination receiving it), or round-trip
delay time (the one-way latency plus from destination back to the source) [160, 161].
In packet switch networks, the latency consists of propagation delay, serialization delay,
queuing delay and processing delays. Propagation is only affected by the physical dis-
tance between the source from the destination and calculated by the speed of light.
The serialization delay is affected by the speed of the link, thus the time required to
transmit the packets over. The counterpart in the network devices is processing delay,
which consumed while a network device processing the packets. Propagation, serializa-
tion, and processing delays are relatively static depends on the hardware limitations.
However, queuing delay occurs when a network device receives multiple packets from
different sources heading towards the same destination. Typically, only one packet can
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be transmitted at a time. Thus some of the packets must queue for transmission, adding
an extra delay on the packet transmission.
3.2.1.3 Jitter
Jitter is defined as the variation in the delay of received packets [160, 161]. A large
jitter won’t necessarily cause trouble in packet switch networks, especially TCP based
application can handle the jitter variance by nature. For example, TCP can adjust the
retransmission timeout to gradually adapt to the jitter. However, when comes to UDP
based applications such as VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol), large jitter can cause
poor communication performance by causing a glitch in sounds [162].
3.2.1.4 Error rate
The number of bit errors is the number of wrong bits received over a communication
channel due to noise, interference, distortion or bit synchronisation errors [160, 161]. In
the wired environment, the physical media is relatively more stable, and error is often
caused by hardware design or conflicting in resource (e.g., CSMA/CD).
3.2.1.5 Packet loss
Packet loss occurs when packets are travelling across a computer network and failed to
reach their destination [160, 161]. Packet loss is measured as a percentage of packets lost
against packets sent. In video streaming and online game applications, packet loss can
affect the user experience. Many factors can cause packet loss, including link congestion,
faulty networking hardware, packet drop attack.
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3.2.2 Improving Network Performance
With the measurement of network performance established, lots of works have been
done on improving the network performance. In this thesis, we will discuss how network
performance can be improved for distributed processing applications. Thus, in this
section, we first briefly look at common approaches done on improving the network
performance, ordered by the OSI 7-layer model.
3.2.2.1 L1-DCN Architectures
For almost 20 years, the primary data centre network design has been the three-tier
approach of the core (L3), aggregation (L2/L3), and access (L2) [163, 164]. Draw-
backs have been exposed over the years with different requirements on the traffic deliv-
ery: design was primarily vertical (servers to outside) rather than horizontal (between
servers) [165] which leads to an arbitrary L2/L3 boundary. Also because of high oversub-
scription rate of the core/aggregation layer, poor reliability, low bandwidth utilisation
and a painful process of moving servers across subnets, the three-tier design is no longer
suitable for today’s fast-changing, innovation-driven data centre. Various technologies
are proposed to bring flexibility to data centre networking, such as software-defined
networking (SDN) [166–168] and network virtualization [169, 170]. Users can deploy
functions into the network in an on-demand manner, dynamically change the network
configuration based on traffic.
Over the last decade, the research community has put a lot of effort to avoid the
drawbacks of tree-based topologies by exploring other types of architecture, such as:
1. FatTree like topologies, including an architecture that leverages commodity Eth-
ernet switches to deliver scalable bandwidth for large-scale clusters such as Fat-
Tree [171] (Figure. 3.3 shows a FatTree instance with n=4) and a 40G datacentre-
scale fabric called Jupiter [172];
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2. Clos like topologies: data centre fabric from Facebook [173] and VL2 [16], an
architecture providing uniformly high end-to-end capacity;
3. Torus like topologies, including BCube, an architecture specifically designed for
shipping-container based, modular data centres [174], MDCube, mega-data centres
topology [175], and a 3D Torus topology called CamCube [176];
4. Hybrid DCN architectures, including Dcell, a recursively defined structure without
single point failure [177] (Figure. 3.4 shows a two layer Dcell topology with n=4)
and it’s derivative FiConn [178];
5. Star topology like a scale-free architecture Scafida [179]
6. Random topology like Jellyfish [180].
Figure 3.3: A FatTree topology with k=4.
In terms of the deployment, different DCN topologies are limited by the cost [181],
number of wires [182] and energy efficiency [183]. Also, different topologies are compared
on performance such as throughput [1], and reliability [184]. With so many topologies
to choose from, it is very difficult to find the right one given an application. We will
further address that in the case of Hadoop is part IV of this thesis.
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Figure 3.4: A Dcell topology when n=4.
3.2.2.2 L2-Active Queue Management and Scheduling
Active queue management (AQM) is the intelligent drop of network packets inside a
buffer associated with a network interface controller (NIC), when that buffer becomes full
or gets close to becoming full, often with the larger goal of reducing network congestion.
In general, AQM consists of queue management and queue resource scheduling.
Queue management actively drops packets to avoid the congestion rather than drop
all the packets when the queue is full. Representative works are Random Early Detec-
tion (RED) [185] which uses parameters to set when and how fast the packets are
dropped. Many derivative solutions have been proposed based on RED. One of the
most recent ones is Controlled Delay (CoDel) [186], which learns the parameters from
the traffic and drops packets automatically. While just dropping the packets on the
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interface is not enough, methods are proposed to notify the source to reduce the speed.
Well-known methods like Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [187] and Random
Early Marking (REM) [188] are used together with RED. For example, when the ECN
flag is set by RED, the source will reduce the packet window to avoid further congestion.
On the other hand, queue resource scheduling can provide differentiated services (Diff-
Serv) to traffic flows when the queue resource is limited. A well-known method is Priority
Queue (PQ) [189] where priority flows are always served first, and Fair Queue (FQ) where
flows are categorized as classes and each class gets a fair share. In FQ, more sophisti-
cated methods are implemented such as serving one packet at a time Weighted Round
Robin [190], and serving one class at a time Weighted Fair Queuing [191]. More recently,
Virtual Queue [192] is also used together with REM to enable sending a notification back
to the source to reduce the congestion actively.
In general, the use of AQM can reduce the latency and packet loss caused by conges-
tion. However, similarly, with so many different techniques to choose from, only using
the right one can help with the performance. However, the selection process is still
unclear for distributed applications like Hadoop.
3.2.2.3 L4-Transport Layer Protocols
Traditionally, AQM can reduce the network congestion by scheduling queues on network
interfaces. However, in DCN scenarios, AQM can not reduce end-to-end latency. Thus
sophisticated layer four protocols like TCP and Stream Control Transmission Proto-
col (SCTP) are proposed.
The performance of TCP [193] is first studied in DCN, then all kinds of mutations
are proposed to cope with different traffic instances, such as TCP-MT [194], multipath
TCP [195], DCTCP [196] and D2TCP [197]. One of the problems found in DCN while
using TCP is the performance collapse while multiple senders are communicating with a
single receiver, named TCP incast [198]. Researchers have been working on congestion
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control methods such as quantized congestion notification (QCN) [199], specifically with
TCP incast [200], Approximate fairness QCN in multi-tenanted data centre [201], data
centre QCN [202], congestion estimation using round trip time (RTT) [203, 204] and
transmission window based congestion control [205].
Other than optimisation in protocols, flow scheduling is another method to increase
DCN efficiency and utilisation. Hedera [206] proposed a flow scheduling framework for
FatTree topologies. The central scheduler can outperform the hash-based Equal-cost
multi-path (ECMP) load-balancing with the knowledge of active global flows. Recent
work [207] further improved the performance to near-optimal coflow scheduling in DCN.
3.2.3 Conclusion
With so many networking techniques to choose from, it is very difficult to find the right
one given an application. One simple approach would be, with those performance metrics
listed in Section 3.2.1, we can directly profile those networking techniques to find the
best-performing ones. Many approaches have been proposed to simplify the process, for
example explore the performance in a simulation environment. To generate authentic
network traffic in simulator, different methods are used including a single model in the
early stages [208, 209], or more recently traffic generated by characterising the traffic from
different scenarios [156, 210]. However, those monotonous traffic can not fully represent
the network behaviour of sophisticated distributed applications such as Hadoop.
To fully expose the application behaviour to get a valid performance evaluation, the
traffic used needs to be specifically studied from the application. For distributed applica-
tions like Hadoop, the behaviour is also affected by the jobs and processing parameters.
Thus, none of the existing traffic patterns can be used to generate the Hadoop traffic.
We will further address that in part IV of this thesis
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3.3 Summary
This chapter has briefly introduced the data-centre specific networking research which,
can provide a background for the network related study in this thesis. One of the
claims this thesis makes is that with so many network topologies and protocols to choose
from, it’s very difficult to find the right one given a particular application. Network
performance evaluation is a complicated process: (i) setup a physical testbed with a
certain topology; (ii) switch from different protocols, which often requires compiling the
operating system; (iii) setup the application to profile and finally (iv) repeat the first
three steps with different topologies or protocols to find the best networking components.
The whole process is time and resource consuming, even though better performance is
not guaranteed in the end.
On the other hand, with the bulk of the studies of distributed processing applica-
tions focus on the application level, the networking has been ignored for the past years.
However, this does not imply that the networking is not important to the distributed
processing applications; on the contrary, the network is not only essential but also affects
the performance of distributed processing. Thus, in part IV of this thesis, we will fur-
ther look into the networking aspect of the distributed processing applications. The
simulation approach that is widely used in this area inspired us to propose a network
related simulator so that the performance evaluation for the distributed application can
be easily done.
Part III




Traffic and Popularity: A Case
Study of a Large-Scale Web
Application
4.1 Overview
Twitch is a live streaming video platform which allows users to broadcast themselves
playing games to others. Streams include playthroughs of games by amateur users and
large-scale broadcasts of eSports competitions. To facilitate communication, the channels
are enabled with an inbuilt chat room to allow the users (both broadcasters and viewers)
to interact with each other. Hence, user-generated live video streaming platforms like
Twitch introduce two core innovations: (i) Any user can provide a personal live stream
(potentially to millions of viewers), and (ii) This upload must occur in real-time due to
the live social interaction between consumers and producers.
These core innovations could differ the user behaviour of Twitch users from exist-
ing video sharing platforms like YouTube and Netflix (Chapter 2). In this chapter, we
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characterise the Twitch platform. We collect information on their temporal streaming
patterns, as well as their popularity. Through this, we explore channel and game popu-
larity, highlighting the nature of broadcasters, as well as various unusual events that can
be observed. In summary, we made several key observations through this chapter:
• Section 4.2 briefly introduce the Twitch platform and provides insight into the
growing scale of Twitch.
• Section 4.3 explores the popularity of different games against a set of game attributes
• Section 4.4 continues to explore the popularity from the channels perspective, due
to game attributes do not explain Twitch popularity well.
• Section 4.5 concludes this chapter and highlights the next work.
4.2 Measurement Methodology
For data-driven research, we collect data from Twitch to conduct analysis. We first
present a brief overview of the dataset, before moving on to describe our unique dataset
collected over 11 months.
4.2.1 Dataset
To study Twitch, we have collected a dataset spanning 11 months from February 2014
to December 2014. This was collected using the public Twitch API, which we contacted
repeatedly to extract all statistics available. Users in Twitch can take one of two roles:
broadcaster or viewer. A broadcaster is somebody who streams their gameplay via a
dedicated channel, whilst a viewer is somebody who watches the channel. Each streamer
is limited to one live channel, which is only online for a fixed period of time when
the player is broadcasting. For each channel, we retrieved the game being played, the
number of viewers, the title of the channel and the broadcaster’s name. We repeated
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this every 15 minutes to build a time series of metadata for every channel in the system.
Twitch has even become so popular that nearly 5k streamers are trying to make a
living by broadcasting [211], the subscription option can be seen as an identification
of professional streamers. We collect all the subscription-based channels to justify the
data. Furthermore, we also collect the YouTube and Twitter information from users’
description in December 2014, which we followed to capture the YouTube subsection
number and Twitter follower number of each streamer.
To investigate the effect of events in Twitch, we collected additional traces from the
DreamHack winter tournament channels. DreamHack is the world’s largest computer
festival, and its trace could help us understand the behaviour of Twitch during events.
An overview of the datasets is presented in Table 4-A, showing the information we
collected, including the time interval between each API request, and how many samples
were collected in total.
Data Sample Interval #Samples
All Channels 15 mins 323M
DreamHack Channels 5 mins 12731
All subscribable channels n/a 4893
Streamer’s Youtube info n/a 78k
Streamer’s Twitter info n/a 135k
Table 4-A: Description of Twitch datasets.
4.2.2 Identifying Games
A fundamental question is what content is actually streamed on Twitch? To figure out
that, we use the “game” field return from the Twitch API. We observed a total number
of 127,497 different names from all the streams, which is a huge amount of games for the
Twitch system. While having doubts about these numbers, we found the game name
part of each stream can be manually filled by the streamer. We found many instances
where the streamer mistypes the name of the game, the upper case, and lower case, or
the space between words. These ambiguous names can easily double the number of real
unique games.
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To resolve the metadata into real game names, we compare the words from Twitch
to an external games metadata. To search all the name of games existed, we first use
“TheGamesDB.net” [212], an open, online database for video games, which contains
17,994 unique games. We matched those names from GamesDB against Twitch dataset
and discovered 10k different names. But a manual checking of the results shows some
of the older games have not been included in the GamesDB, and players can emulate
the hardware to play on PCs. We further use another database “GiantBomb” [213], an
American video game and wiki, to collect more game names. We got 50k games in total
after combining the items from both ’GamesDB’ and ’GiantBomb’, and 12k of them are
found in Twitch directly. Including names ignoring space and cases, we have 95% of the
total occurrences of games appeared in Twitch covered.
4.2.3 Twitch Usage Growth
We begin our analysis by inspecting the overall trends of Twitch as a service.
There are two types of users in Twitch: Broadcasters and viewers. By studying them
separately, we can gain an independent measure of the service’s usage levels. We find
that Twitch is a global website. Even though 95% of the broadcasters use English, more
than 20 other languages have been found: Chinese, German, French and Russian are the
next most used languages. Unsurprisingly, for each language, we find that their channels
peak in popularity during typical peak times in their respective time zones, e.g., the
Chinese channels peak at 20:00 CST.
Figure 4.1 shows how Twitch’s popularity has evolved over time(with a 10 day ser-
vice outage indicated by the gap). It presents the number of viewers and channels (i.e.,
online broadcasters) over the whole dataset, as well as the monthly average. On average
across all samples, there are 9100 broadcasters feeding 362k viewers. An upward trend
can be observed, indicating that Twitch’s popularity is steadily increasing. We can also
inspect August 2014, during which Amazon acquired Twitch, creating significant media
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attention. The day before this happened, Twitch saw its peak, achieving 934k view-
ers. Within context, however, the acquisition has not significantly accelerated growth.
Instead, we see a steady growth across the whole period of our data. During the 11
month period, the number of channels being broadcast at any time has grown from 6859
in January to 10k in December 2014. These broadcasts are performed by over 4 million





















































Figure 4.1: Total number of viewers and channels in Twitch over our sam-
ple, where red line shows the raw data points we collected (every
15 minutes) and the green is the moving average of 96 raw
points (every 24 hours).
4.3 Understanding Content Popularity
The previous section has highlighted the growing usage of Twitch. Next, we explore the
nature of popularity, measured by viewing figures, across different games and channels.
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4.3.1 How Popular Are Ghose Games
A key question pertains to individual game popularity. Much like music artists vie for
air time on radio, games developers may wish to see their games effectively promoted
on Twitch. In fact, we see many official promotional channels streaming games pre-
release. Twitch can potentially offer an interesting proxy for game popularity, allowing
developers, gamers, and reviewers alike the opportunity to get immediate quantitative
feedback. Therefore, we begin by inspecting which games are most frequently broadcast
and viewed in Twitch.
Figure 4.2 presents the distribution of games by an average number of viewers and
an average number of channels from each 15 minutes snapshot. We observe a limited
number of extremely popular games, broadcast by many individuals. While 21%(≈4.5k)
of the games are played on only 1 channel in Twitch, and 99.36%(≈21k) of the games
have less than 10 channels playing. However, the top game “League of Legends” is
broadcast by as much as 1255 channels on average, indicating a huge skewness in the
distribution of games broadcast.
Figure 4.2 also presents the number of viewers per game, showing the same trend
skewed toward a subset of popular games: 92.8%(≈19.6k) of the games have less than
100 viewers, however, the second most popular game Dota2 has 40k viewers on average
and the top game “League of Legends” has 105k viewers on average. It’s a massive
number considering average Youtube videos viewed per second is 98k [214].
Considering this strong skew, Table 4-B presents the top 10 (0.04% of) games found in
Twitch. Collectively, these games garner 64% of all viewers and 34% of all broadcasters
in an average of each snapshot. Twitch has, therefore, become an ecosystem largely
driven by several extremely popular games. The most notable one is the League of
Legends, which throughout nearly the whole dataset has been the most popular. This
game, released in 2009, has proven extremely popular with broadcasters and viewers
alike. Remarkably, the top three games have remained consistent through the entire
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Figure 4.2: CDF of the number of viewers and broadcasters per game








1 League of Legends 29.1 14.9 11.9






















9 DayZ 1.5 1.5 1.6
10 Destiny 1.4 4.0 6.7
Table 4-B: Top 10 games in Twitch
This highlights a further key difference between game broadcasting and more tra-
ditional forms of UGC. Whereas most popular UGC is extremely ephemeral and viral
in nature [215], Twitch exhibits much more longitudinal characteristics, whereby games
can maintain their popularity for months, and even years. This is extremely important
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from a game producer’s perspective, as gaining prominence on Twitch could potentially
bring new customers for the remaining life of the game. This has seen many developers
trying to promote their games on Twitch long before they are actually released (c.f., Sec-
tion 4.3.2.3). We have captured 41 different game streams that are being broadcast as
an advertisement on Twitch before their release. Furthermore, Twitch has even made a
special video category called “Game Development”, which shows programmers develop-
ing their games using an online stream. Viewers can even interact with developers before
the game has been released: clearly the games industry is taking Twitch seriously: “As
we started to build our games, we decided something like Twitch enabled us to expose
gamers to the early part of the game development process,” said John Smedley, president
of Sony Online Entertainment [216].
4.3.2 Categorize the Games
The previous section has highlighted that viewers and broadcasters are not evenly spread
across games. Rather, a few prominent games dominate Twitch across the whole period
of the dataset. Therefore, a key question is what specific attribute made those games
popular? To explore this, we next correlate viewing figures with game metadata obtained
by the API from Metacritic [217], GamesDB [212] and GiantBomb [213].
4.3.2.1 Game Ratings
A key piece of metadata to explore is the game rating. We explore Metacritic [217], a
website that aggregates crowd-sourced reviews to a rating from 1 to 10 (much like video
ratings on YouTube). This website, which ranked in the top 1.5k websites worldwide
by Alexa [218], influences the game industries, valued by many game development com-
panies [219]. We downloaded all ratings, ranked the games, and then compared them
against the Twitch game viewer averaging from each 15-minute snapshot. Interestingly,
these values do not correlate, suggesting that overall game ratings may not be a strong
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predictor for popularity in Twitch. Figure 4.3 shows the average number of viewers of




























Figure 4.3: Number of viewers of each game, based on their rating
It can be seen that top rated games do not necessarily gain more viewers. Instead,
the most popular games viewing figure are rated only 5. This raises questions about
the validity of traditional rating services. As Metacritic already been valued by many
game developers and companies, the explanation can only be: Twitch follows different
popularity patterns to those of Metacritic, i.e., games that can be enjoyed playing versus
watching. One interesting case would be a highly rated game named “BEATBLASTERS
III” that achieved a score of 8 in Metacritic, but rarely have any viewers in Twitch. We
do not have evidence to quantify the veracity of the statement. However, it is clear
that Twitch offers significant potential for developers to get quick feedback on their
games [220].
Furthermore, when closely looking at the viewer number for games with a rating of
5, we can see the figure is highly biased by the dominant game “League of Legends”,
far more popular than other games while rating 5. The same for other ratings, each
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rating has few dominant games: “CallofDuty:AdvancedWarfare” for rating 4, “Dota2”
and “Hearthstone:HeroesofWarcraft” for rating 6 and “Minecraft” for rating 7. Again,
we see the popularity is occupied by few extremely popular games.
4.3.2.2 Game Genre
We see from the previous discussion that game rating may not explain the popularity
of Twitch platform well. To get a handle on the types of games being played, we
categorise them into genres using the GamesDB and GiantBomb service. Figure 4.4
presents Twitch’s viewers observed in each genre. It can be seen that a wide diversity
of game types are broadcast, ranging from “Action” games to “Massively Multiplayer
Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPG)” and “Card” games. As such, there is a large


























































Figure 4.4: Fraction of viewers by genre
Despite the genre “Action” having more games to offer and may take more viewers,
it did not stop Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) from being the most popular
genre. Strategy game “League of Legends” is more popular than shooter game “Coun-
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terStrike:GlobalOffensive” or action game “ForbiddenForest”. Also temporal variations
can be found with new game releases or during events like TwitchPlaysPokemon. This
disparity between popularity in genres and number of games leads to potentially a brand
new metric about games. As addressed in previous work [116] that online video streaming
platforms changed the video game regarding user experience and player interaction. We
see an example from Twitch which shows the trend by viewers and streamers. Again,
similar to rating, this can be valuable information for game developers and the game
industry [220].
4.3.2.3 Game Release Date
After seen the dominant games from rating and genre, the next piece of metadata we
collected was the release date. We hold a hypothesis that some new releases may witness a
“zeitgeist” phenomenon, whereby they took the viewing figures from old released content.
This is an observation common across most content repositories, consumers tend to
constantly seek out new stimulation [104, 215, 221].
Figure 4.5 breaks down games into their release years. We first calculate the average
number of viewers that each game collected during our dataset and then plot them by
their release year. Strangely, we cannot distinguish the game popularity by the release
years, as games can receive the same range of popularity across all years. The spark can
be found in the year 2009, which is the game “League of Legends”.
For the old games, we actually record a notable set of games that were released
pre-2000 (26% of all games). Though games from recent years are dominant in Twitch
regarding broadcasting channels or time, we still see sparks from games as old as from
the 1980s. This is caused by channels which have a primary focus on hosting high-
quality speedrun videos and even organise bi-annual charity events. A speedrun is a
play-through (or a recording thereof) of a video game performed with the intent of
completing it as fast as possible. These play-throughs bring entertainment beyond the



































































































































































Figure 4.5: Average number of viewers for each game in the system, accumu-
lated based on their release year
game itself, merged with the skill and practice of the player. Famous channels such as
“SpeedDemosArchiveSDA” and “GamesDoneQuick” have run over one thousand games,
with more than three hundreds of them being spotted in Twitch. Figure 4.6 shows the
fraction of viewers each group of games encounters in each day. We can see that old
games promoted by channels like speedruns share the similar spikes like new games.
This can be characterised as events which we will analyze in the later section.
4.3.3 Summary on Game Popularity
In this section, we have studied the popularity of Twitch against the games. We high-
lighted a distinct skew towards a few very popular games (Section 4.3). Unlike other video
repositories, popularity is relatively static over time with the top three games remaining
unchanged across the whole 11 month period. This holds even during periods of new
game releases, with fresh games failing to subvert their more established counterparts.
The dominant games are not the ones that have the highest ratings on game review-
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3 month ~
~ 2009
Figure 4.6: Fraction of viewers games corner each day based on the release
time of game.
ing website [217] either, showing game streaming popularity cannot be explained by the
conventional metrics from the video game industry. Traditional game reviewing web-
sites tend to review new releases, but games are updated all the time. This sheds some
light on the divergence between game popularity in Twitch and the ratings on reviewers
website like GamesDB or Metacritic. Whilst they rate games on how enjoyable they are
to play, Twitch ranks games on how entertaining broadcasters are at playing the game.
This, amongst other things, can include the style of play, the commentary offered (if
any), as well as the social makeup of the users interacting via the chat window.
We found popular games span across in different genres and release years. This is
in stark contrast to prior studies of most other user-generated content systems that
generally favour fresh content, not that with a far more egalitarian spread of viewers
across channels. As we see no definitive domain factors that clearly dictate dominant
games in the system. Also by revealing all the top 1 channel in our dataset from each
15 minutes, we found only 20% encountered for events like a new game release. Rather,
the “SpeedDemosArchiveSDA” phenomenon gives us a hint that the channel may be
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the prominent factor to popularity. We see that the skew towards a small number of
broadcasters is also significant with the top 10% acquiring 93% of all viewing figures.
Thus, we will start profiling the popularity from the broadcaster angle in the next section.
4.4 Profiling Broadcasters
From the previous section, we found game attributes have little indication of the popu-
larity. In this section, we will look from another angel: channels, to see how number of
viewers distributed. We will also investigate each individual channel’s behaviour to see
how them attracting the viewers.
4.4.1 Channel vs Game
We recorded over 17k unique games across all the channels, suggesting that some games
are simply more popular than others. This would potentially bias viewers towards those
channels streaming desirable games. To explore this, we group channels as either attrac-
tive for the viewer or unattractive. Popular channels are considered to be those that
fall into the top k measured by viewing figures, with k increasing from 100 to 10,000 by
every 500. This k list contributes from 20% of the total viewing figures when k equals
to 100 and reaches 65% to top 10,000 channels. We next compute the games played by
these two groups of channels. Surprisingly, we find that each game in the top k attractive
channels group is also played by many of those unattractive channels. Playing popular
games is not the only factor to becoming a prominent broadcaster.
The above indicates that viewers show allegiance to particular broadcasters, rather
than games. This is sensible considering the wide variety of broadcasters offering the
same game. In such a fluid and competitive environment, it is unsurprising that some
broadcasters achieve dominance. Thus, people not only evaluate games based on their
independent quality but also on how entertaining they are to watch (and how “well”
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they are played by the broadcaster).
4.4.2 Channel Rankings
After knowing the popular channels do not benefit from playing particular games, we
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of viewers per game and per channel
Figure 4.7 presents a rank of viewers across the channels by accumulating the number
of viewers seen in the dataset for each channel. It can be seen that, much like with games,
channel popularity is highly skewed towards a few prominent broadcasters. While 62% of
the channels have less than one viewer on average, the top channel “riotgames” cornered
100 million viewers in total and 122k viewers in each snapshot on average. In each 15
minute snapshot, the top 1% channels cornered 70% of the viewers, and the top 10%
channels collect 93% of all viewers. As with games, the popularity surely holds by a
minority of channels. This minority can also be easily spotted by subscription channels,
as the subscription channels are indeed on the popular side of the spectrum. Although we
can understand those popular channels are indeed supported by professional streamers,
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this level of skew far exceeds that of most other repositories, including UGC [222, 223],
adult video [104], VoD systems [94] and catch-up TV [224].
4.4.3 Effect of Games Played per Channel
We further inspect the wider impact of game turnover on channels. Figure 4.8 presents
the CDF of the number of games played by each broadcaster. Non-subscribable broad-
casters are, generally speaking, not that specialised, with 48% playing more than one
game. 62k (1.2%) even exceed 17 games. This confirms that the bulk of streamers
play a number of different games. Figure 4.8 also presents the number of games played
by subscription-based users. This plot highlights the difference between amateur and
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Figure 4.8: CDF of the number of games played per broadcaster
We next explore whether or not the number of games played impacts the popularity
of a broadcaster. For example, we are curious what strategy works better: Playing
a single game or multiple? Whereas the former would allow a broadcaster to hone
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their skills and gain a reputation, the latter may prove more entertaining for viewers.
Figure 4.9 plots the average number of viewers a broadcaster receives against the number
of games played. On average, broadcasters achieve higher viewing figures when playing
more games. That said, it is important not to confuse correlation with causation. We
note that many popular broadcasters play several different games, positively biasing
the attractiveness of playing many games. A prominent example is user cosmowright,
who themes his broadcasts on playing various games in an attempt to complete them
in the shortest possible time (i.e., “speedrunning”). By offering this unique experience,
cosmowright has achieved peak viewing figures of 11k.
Few can compete with this though: By inspecting Figure 4.9, we see that there are also
many experimental broadcasters who play over ten games without gaining high viewing
figures. Over 89k users play in excess of 10 games, yet they get, on average, fewer than
two viewers. As expected, subscription-based broadcasters consistently attain higher
viewing figures, regardless of how many games they play. As such, it is clear that gaining
experience and playing different games is not sufficient on its own. Instead, broadcasters
must find innovative ways to capture viewers, as with any other entertainment stream.
4.4.4 Game Popularity Affected by Channels
The previous section has explored the number of games broadcasted by streamers, and
there is no strong correlation between playing more games and attracting more viewers.
We, therefore, begin our characterisation of broadcasters by highlighting some of the
more interesting examples. As shown in Figure 4.9, we see some of the channels keep
popular after playing many different games. The particular channel we are about to
show never broadcasts popular games like ’League of Legends’, but, rather, achieves
these impressive figures via all very unpopular unknown games such as “Metro”.
ManvsGame, is a professional player famed for his unusual style of play. He attempts
to play as many diverse games as possible, whilst integrating entertaining live commen-
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Figure 4.9: The average number of viewers per channel vs. the number of
games played by the broadcaster
tary and live interaction with viewers. This behaviour has garnered much attention:
We have recorded him playing 42 games, with a peak audience of 24k viewers. This is
spread across 180 broadcasting sessions and, on average, we record 4k viewers watching
ManvsGame, which is greater than 99% of all other broadcasters.
To explore this, Figure 4.10 plots ManvsGame’s activity between 26 February to 10
March.1 During this short period, ManvsGame plays three games: Strider, Metro and
Kingdom. There are others also broadcasting these games simultaneously, however, it
can be seen that ManvsGame dominates these games entirely: ManvsGame (red crosses)
overlaps most other data points (total viewers in the game) in the plot. When ManvsGame
goes offline, the games’ viewing figures collapse, reducing from thousands to hundreds
(or less). This is a key example of the dominance of broadcasters over games: In many
cases, the broadcaster is more of a Key factor over the popularity of the game.
ManvsGame is just one example of the unusual types of stream behaviour. Another
1These are example dates. This behaviour is consistent across the player’s whole lifetime.
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Figure 4.10: Viewing figures over time for ManvsGame, and the viewing figures
for all other channels playing the games played by ManvsGame
during the same period
interesting example is Twitch Plays Pokemon (TPP). This is a channel that came to
prominence in January 2014 and has an unusually long broadcast time, lasting more
than 300 days. It operates by receiving votes from the chat feed in terms of what to
do. A robot then parses the chat feed and executes the instruction (e.g., move left).
This became a viral sensation and quickly gained popularity in Twitch. Work [117] has
addressed the uniqueness of this channel apart from showing its effects to the viewers.
To understand this, Figure 4.11 presents the viewing figures over time, as well as the
viewing figures of the games played by TPP across all channels combined.
During that period, we observed huge viewing figures, peaking at 400k, which con-
stituted 80.5% of all Twitch viewers, nearly the same fraction that a tournament event
could take (as shown later in section 4.4.6). This indicates that it is not only large, well-
funded tournaments that can gain prominence. TPP was, instead, a single channel that
gained prominence without such means at its disposal. Interestingly, we did not observe
a notable increase in Twitch’s overall viewing figures during this period (see Figure 4.1),
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suggesting that TPP viewers were migrating from other channels rather than joining
the system anew. Also, we can see that for all the three games broadcast by TPP, the
viewing figures of the game are 99% contributed by TPP, including when TPP switches
































Figure 4.11: Viewing figures over time for Twitch Plays Pokemon and the
games played by TPP.
4.4.5 Impact Outside Twitch
The last section discussed the ability of ManvsGame to shift viewing figures by playing
many different games in an entertaining fashion. To further explore the influence of the
streamer, we are going to reveal if the streamers can shift popularity between platforms.
A way of validating this is to confirm the popularity in Twitch with metrics from other
social network platforms. We choose YouTube and Twitter as these are two main social
network platforms providing video and message sharing services. By associating the user
from Twitch with their YouTube and Twitter accounts, we can see how those streamers
behave in other platforms. Collectively, we found 78k broadcasters from YouTube and
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113k from Twitter.
Figure 4.12: Comparing the number of viewers in Twitch and number of sub-
scribers on YouTube.
Figure 4.13: Comparing the number of viewers in Twitch and number of fol-
lowers in Twitter.
As shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, the viewer numbers in Twitch are correlated
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with the popularity of other platforms, like the subscription number in YouTube and
follower number on Twitter. A linear regression line also plotted in Figure 4.12 and
Figure 4.13 to help understand the correlation. Especially for those subscribable channels
in Twitch, they not only have more viewers in Twitch but are also very popular on other
social platforms.
In this section, we started looking at Twitch from the streamer perspective: pop-
ularity for channels. The Zipf behaviour of the viewing figure identified that popular
channels are extremely popular, holds the key factor to the popularity. We continued
investigating how the number of games each channel play could correlate to the pop-
ularity. We further showed two individual channels: “ManvsGame” and “Twitch play
pokemon”, to show that popularity is not really about what to play, it’s about how you
play instead. And also these two channels show their ability of shift viewers to whatever
non-popular games they are playing or took more than 30% of the total viewer in Twitch
as a tournament event does. We also found the popular channels are also popular out-
side Twitch, on YouTube and Twitter. This indicates the popular channels are not only
active in Twitch to become popular, they definitely have personal attractiveness more
than what we saw in Twitch. We can say that the channels, or the streamers behind
them, are more likely to be the dominant element to the popularity of Twitch.
4.4.6 Exploring Tournaments
The above exploration has revealed a particularly important type of channel: tourna-
ment broadcasts. The real-time nature of Twitch makes it ideal for broadcasting live
events taking place anywhere in the world. This is the case for the burgeoning eSports
competitive scene. For example, professional eSports players contend for substantial
money prizes (already surpassing $20million [225]). These tournaments gather tens of
thousands of spectators, and also achieve huge online viewing figures, with Twitch being
one of the primary broadcast platforms [226]. Games like “League of Legends” and
“Dota2” are the most common options in those events, and a sizeable prize is usually
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involved. In addition to these competitive events, major gaming announcements such as
the E3 yearly conference, and other Internet events (e.g., charity marathons) are played
through Twitch.
We have manually extracted the key events streamed via Twitch throughout 2014.
In total, we have identified 56 events, some lasting multiple days. 53 are eSports tourna-
ments (we left out of this analysis competitive leagues and preliminary phases); the
remaining 3 are a charity event, the famous E3 press conference, and the Twitch-
PlaysPokemon phenomenon [227]. The total number of days from our dataset with
an event running are 150 (47% of the considered days).
Figure 4.14 presents each event’s share of the overall viewing figures over time (each
bar is an event colour coded by the game played2). The huge impact of event broadcast-
ers is undeniable; many exceed 20% of the daily viewers, making them the top-ranked
channel (Figure 4.7). Whereas the average top-ranked channel’s viewing share is 8.9%
(daily), this can increase up to 30.5% during events. In absolute terms, we observe close
to a million simultaneous viewers in the whole platform. Thus, Twitch resembles other
live sports platforms, with spikes during key events [228].
We also inspect the relationship between events and games (see the colour code in
Figure 4.14). Tournaments playing League of Legends (LoL) achieve the highest and
most frequent peaks. Numerous events playing other less popular games also reach
comparable levels of popularity over time. Again, we see that event broadcasters gather
the attention of Twitch viewers, even if they are streaming not so popular games.
Figure 4.15 shows a CDF of the share of viewers garnered by the tournaments (on
a per game basis); we take samples from every 15 minutes. Overall, we observe that
tournaments have a substantial impact on every game (to a lesser extent for DOTA2,
which incorporates and incentivises watching tournaments through their own platform).
In the most extreme case, for Street Fighter 4, the tournament can reach 100% of all
2We treat E3 as a separate game, although this is actually a trade show.
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Figure 4.14: Fraction of viewing figures collected by tournaments per day.
Tournaments are grouped per game: Counter Strike: Global
Offensive, DOTA 2, E3 (gaming trade show), Hearthstone,
League of Legends, Pokemon, Starcraft 2, and Street Fighter 4.
viewers of that game. The sometimes large share of viewers captured by tournaments for
a given game explains why the companies behind these games provide so much support
for the tournaments, e.g., in the form of prize money.
Overall, tournaments nicely illustrate the complexity of the Twitch platform, that
lies at the crossing between viewers, broadcasters, as well as different types of companies
(e.g., game development and advertising).
4.4.7 Summary on Channel Popularity
The unusual level of skewness towards top games leads us to investigate the channels
streaming the games, who broadcast live tournaments, or interactively illustrate the play-
through or tirelessly challenge more than 40 different games to the frontier 4.4. Just like
games, the popularity of channels is skewed towards a small number of broadcasters, but
the behaviour of these popular channels can be very diverse. Closer inspection reveals























Figure 4.15: CDF of the share of game views gathered by events in each snap-
shot during our dataset.
that a rising breed of the “professional” player is emerging, with over 5k users offering
subscription-based services. These users have quite a distinct effect, broadcasting with
their own style, and achieving much higher viewing figures. More evidence of channels
dominating popularity are: channels can take all the viewers from the game they are
playing; channel popularity is beyond Twitch, spread out other social network systems
and organisation channels who broadcast eSport matches can get the viewing number
burst during tournaments. We believe that this type of behaviour better relates to
sporting events that people are after a few stars or clubs. Similarly, large-scale sporting
events such as World Cup bring together a whole community for a short period. Those
huge viewing figures will be absorbed by few games which cause the skewness of the
game popularity distribution.
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4.5 Summary on Twitch Popularity
In this chapter, we have explored Twitch, the most popular game streaming platform in
the world. We began by exploring the global usage of Twitch, highlighting its increased
popularity over time (in terms of both the number of broadcasters and viewers). We
then moved on to inspect the nature of games and channels, focusing on the number
of viewers. A surprisingly skewed distribution was found, with the top 10% of games
accumulating 80% of all viewers. We also noted that much of this popularity is centred
on older games, with newer games failing to gain high viewing figures. We continue
looking at a small range of tournaments as those events usually create a huge number of
viewing figures. Unlike other user-generated content platforms, these special events seem
extremely important and capable of dominating the whole system for a short period and
rising the popularity of few related games and channels. ESL (Electronic Sports League,
an eSports company which organizes competitions worldwide), at its peak, for example,
contained 40% of all viewers in Twitch, push related game and channel to the peak of
popularity. This type of behaviour perhaps better relates to large-scale sporting events
(e.g., World Cup), bringing together a whole community.
We further focus on characterising broadcasters, as the streamer behind game and
event. We found viewers are gathered among a few extremely popular channels, and the
Zipf distribution makes other channels very difficult to keep up the viewing figure. By
investigating the time and number of games each channel broadcast, we found, especially
in subscription-based channels, channels still have a chance to become popular over time.
Two individual channels “ManvsGame” and “Twitch plays pokemon” are shown as an
example of the influence of streamers. Also, we found the viewing figures of channels in
Twitch are highly correlated to their influence in other social platforms like YouTube and
Twitter, which further proves the streamer to be a dominating factor towards popularity.
These sport related user behaviours unique Twitch from traditional video platforms
who are serving static content, such as YouTube or Netflix. This make us wonder how
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would Twitch’s infrastructure varies from those traditional video platforms. Especially
when serving millions of concurrent users, with the skewness of channels over regions and
time can be very challenging to the content management for an Internet-scale application
like Twitch. Thus, we intend to further explore the infrastructure of Twitch in the
following chapter of this thesis.
Chapter 5
Delivering User-Generated Live
Video Streaming at Large-Scale
5.1 Overview
The last chapter has profiled Twitch user behaviour represented by the content popu-
larity. We found a few requirements that distinguish Twitch from the previous video
streaming platforms: (i) Any user can provide a personal live stream (potentially to
millions of viewers); (ii) This upload must occur in real-time due to the live social inter-
action between consumers and producers around the globe; (iii) The huge skewness of
popularity in different channels and regions requires Twitch manage the content infras-
tructure more dynamically. Thus, the rapid expansion of user-generated live streaming
platforms comes with fundamental challenges for the management of the infrastructure
and traffic delivery. For example, the content can not be cached as in other video systems
like YouTube or Netflix. Thus, by studying Twitch, a large-scale web service who served
more than 2 million concurrent users, we can acquire some important insights into how
such challenges can be overcome.
In this chapter, we perform a large-scale measurement study of Twitch. Taking
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advantage of a global network of proxy servers, we map the infrastructure used by Twitch.
We explore its content replication and server selection strategies, correlating them with
both viewer and broadcaster location. Note that broadcaster selection is a unique aspect
of personalised video streaming, as prior systems lack the concept of user-generated live
broadcasters. In this chapter, we analyse how Twitch has managed to scale-up to deal
with its huge demand. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• Section 5.2 illustrates the methodology we utilised to identify the infrastructure
footprints and measure it’s client redirection strategy.
• Section 5.3 maps the infrastructure and internetworking of Twitch. Unlike YouTube
or Netflix which deploy thousands of caches in edge networks, Twitch serves mil-
lions of users directly from relatively few server locations in North America (NA),
Europe (EU) and Asia (AS).
• Based on this, Section 5.4 exposes how streams are hosted by Twitch at different
locations; we explore how Twitch scales-up depending on channel popularity, and
how clients are redirected to Twitch servers.
• Section 5.5 further evaluates the client redirection strategy on a global scale. We
find multiple factors affecting the redirection policy, including channel popularity
and the client network configuration (peering). Due to the lack of peering in Asia,
50% of the clients are exclusively served by NA servers.
• Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.2 Measurement Methodology
We begin by presenting our measurement methodology, which is driven by three goals.
First, we wish to discover the location and number of servers of Twitch’s infrastructure.
Second, we want to know how Twitch manages its resources to stream live channels. Note
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that this is a very different model to static video content, which is usually (reactively)
cached wherever it is requested. Third, we want to understand how users are mapped
to servers through which they can watch the stream they are interested in.
We built a Selenium-based crawler that allowed us to request channels provided by
Twitch automatically. The responses to these requests allowed us to inspect which server
our client has been redirected to. Periodically, we retrieved the list of active channels
using the public Twitch REST API1, and used our Selenium crawler to extract the set of
servers that our client is redirected to. By inspecting the logs, we discovered that Twitch
does not manage its delivery infrastructure using CNAME chaining [229], but, instead,
manages redirects by giving each content server a unique domain name (and redirecting
in the application logic). We observed that Twitch frequently redirects one client to
different servers when requesting the same channel multiple times, thus evidencing some
mechanism of load balancing.
Previous studies on UGC platforms like YouTube have two approaches to collect
the data: either observing the traffic inside ISP [30] or using a distributed system like
PlanetLab [127]. However, very rarely people can acquire traffic from ISPs. And the
available PlanetLab node is kept decreasing over the years, from 500 in [31] to 398 in
[127] (where we found more than 800 vantage points by using the open proxy approach
later). Also, very few nodes are available in areas like South Africa, Middle East, Russia
and Asia 2. However, Twitch is considered a very popular streaming platform in these
areas, especially in Russia and Asia. Thus vantage points from those areas are really
important.
In order to comprehensively sample the infrastructure and explore how different
clients were redirected to Twitch servers, we ran the crawler in many geographic loca-
tions to achieve global coverage of Twitch’s infrastructure. To achieve this, we utilised a
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Figure 5.1: Vantage points adopted: 818 unique IP addresses from 287 ASes,
50 countries in 6 continents.
In total, we routed through 818 proxies, from 287 ASes located in 50 countries as shown
in Figure 5.1. We adopted this methodology in two measurement campaigns looking
to answer the following questions (i) Which locations are used by Twitch to host each
stream, and (ii) Which clients are redirected to each of these locations?
To sample the geographical footprint of Twitch, we first ran the crawler for several
months between December 2015 to April 2016. We launched one request to each channel
available on Twitch, through all (818) proxies. We sent a total of 700k unique requests.
Once we had acquired a list of the servers, we began a more focused campaign to
understand the redirection strategy employed by Twitch. We explored resource allo-
cation and redirection by simultaneously requesting the same channels from multiple
vantage points. We selected eight proxies in multiple locations around the world: two
each in US, Europe and Asia, one each in Oceania and South America. We repeatedly
requested all live channels through these eight proxies. For each channel, we sent the
request multiple times from each vantage point in order to comprehensively sample the
servers offered from that location. Each channel was requested a variable number of
times (from 15 to 300) based on how many unique servers were found. This provided
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a longitudinal view of how content is replicated across Twitch’s servers. We collected a
total of 321k responses from Twitch.
5.3 Geographic Deployment of Twitch Infrastructure
We start the exploration of Twitch’s infrastructure by describing the locations of its
servers, as well as how they are connected to the Internet. Our logs show that all
Twitch video streams are served from hls.ttvnw.net subdomains. Each domain consists
of a server name with an airport code, hinting at a geographical location. For example,
video11.fra01.hls.ttvnw.net is a server in Frankfurt (fra), Germany. We confirmed that
there is a one-to-one mapping between each domain and an IP address by performing
global DNS queries from locations around the world. In total, we discovered 876 servers
distributed over 21 airport code subdomains from 12 countries.
It is unclear how accurate these location-embedded domains are and, therefore, we
compare the airport codes against the locations returned by three IP geodatabases:
ipinfo.io, DP-IP and Maxmind GeoLiteCity. Although the airport locations embedded
within the domains are always in the same continent, we note that they are inconsis-
tent with the locations returned from the databases. Instead, the geodatabases report
that Twitch operates a centralised infrastructure. All servers were mapped to just four
countries: Switzerland (Europe), Hong Kong (Asia), US (North America) and Sydney
(Oceania). In total, our traces reveal 360 servers in the North America (NA), 257 servers
in Europe (EU), 119 in Asia (AS) and 47 in Oceania (OC).
To explore the discrepancy between the databases and airport codes, we performed
a TCP-based traceroute and ping campaign from 10 sites in East and West US, Europe,
Asia Pacific and South America. From the traceroute path we see that servers are
sharing a prefix also pass through the same router when entering Twitch’s AS, with
only the last three hops differing. This, however, does not confirm physical locations.
Hence, we also check the Round Trip Time (RTT) to each server using TCP ping. We
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plotted the RTT value found from different vantage points on Figure. 5.2 against each
of the Twitch servers labelled by the IP address. This figure shows a clear boundary
between servers with different airport codes. Servers inside the same sub-domains tend
to differ by under 5ms; for servers on the same continent, the difference is within 50ms;
for servers on different continents, this increases beyond 100ms. We found a minimal
RTT of under 3ms when accessing servers sharing the same country code. This suggests
that the airport country codes are a good indicator of physical location. In other words,
this highlights inaccuracy in the geolocation databases (this is perhaps reasonable, as
geodatabases are well known to suffer limitations such as address registration [230]).
Figure 5.2: The RTT value found on each Twitch server, with vantages points
distinguished by color. We can see a clear boundary between phys-
ical clusters.
We gain additional confidence in our findings by checking the BGP routing tables.4
Unlike other large content providers, we fail to find any third party hosting, as seen
in other larger CDNs like Google [230] or Netflix [34]. Instead, all servers are located
within Twitch’s own Autonomous System (AS46489). Importantly, we find the prefixes
are only announced in their appropriate continents. For example, 185.42.204.0/22 is
only announced in Europe and 45.113.128.0/22 is only announced in Asia. Thus, we are
4http://routeserver.org/
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confident that the geolocations are at least accurate on a continent-level granularity
Finally, to dig deeper into the BGP interconnectivity of Twitch’s AS, we utilise
PeeringDB [231] to extract the locations of advertised public and private peering facilities
used by the 153 Twitch peers listed in [232]. Figure 5.3 presents the number of potential
peers that are collocated with Twitch in Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) and private
peering facilities. Unsurprisingly, we find a tendency for more peering in countries where
we also discover Twitch servers. For example, most of the potential peerings are located
in IXPs in the Netherlands (AMS-IX), US (Equinix), UK (LONAP) and Germany (DE-
CIX Frankfurt). Noteworthy is that the number of potential peerings in Asia is actually
quite small, with the bulk in America and Europe (we acknowledge this could be caused
by inaccuracies in PeeringDB). We find from BGP route records5 that the IP prefix for
the Asia presence was first advertised in June 2015. This recency could explain the low
number of peers. The same is for Oceania, which first was advertised in November 2015.
The low number of peers could affect the performance in redirection, as we will illustrate
later in Section 5.5.
The above results only allow us to definitively state that geolocations are accurate
on a per-continent basis. Hence, for the rest of this chapter, we focus our analysis on
continent-level geolocation; where countries are mentioned, we use airport codes as the
ground truth. Due to the low utilisation of Oceania servers, we will mainly focus on NA,
EU and AS in the following sections.
5.4 Stream Hosting Strategy
The previous section has explored the location of Twitch’s infrastructure. However, this
says little about how it is used to serve its dynamic workload. Next, we look at how
streams are allocated to Twitch’s servers.
5https://stat.ripe.net/
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Figure 5.3: Number of peers collocated with Twitch AS46489 at Internet
Exchange Points and private peering facilities in each country
(from PeeringDB). There is more peering in countries where
Twitch servers are based.
5.4.1 How Important is Channel Popularity?
We first look at the number of servers a channel is hosted on, based on how many viewers
it receives (i.e., popularity). It might be expected that the number of servers hosting
a channel scales linearly with the number of viewers. However, we find this is not the
case for Twitch. Figure 5.4 presents the number of servers hosting a channel against the
instant number of viewers per channel. Live viewer figures are acquired from the Twitch
API. Although there is an upward trend, it is not that distinct (highest correlation is just
0.41). We also explored the total number of viewers (accumulated viewers over time).
However, the correlation with a number of servers was not higher.
The low correlation suggests a more sophisticated methodology is used to manage
the scaling — it is not solely based on the number of viewers. To understand this better,
we take a temporal perspective to see how the number of servers utilised for a channel
evolves over time. We manually selected 30 popular streamers from different countries
































Figure 5.4: Number of unique servers hosting each channel (found using
requests from multiple vantage points all over the world) against
number of current viewers. Channels with high view counts are
replicated on a larger number of servers.
and repeatedly requested their channels every 5 minutes from the proxies.
Figure 5.5 presents example results from a US streamer and a Chinese streamer.
Both channels have an initial allocation of 3 servers when they start the streaming
session. As more viewers join, the popularity is followed by an increase in the number
of servers provisioned by Twitch. The figure also shows how drops in viewing figures
are accompanied by a decrease in the number of servers. When looking at the number
of servers per continent, it can be seen that the capacity is adjusted independently per
region, with the Chinese streamer having only three instances in Europe and America.
Again, this confirms that Twitch scales dynamically the number of servers allocated to a
channel, depending on the view count. Moreover, it indicates that each region is scaled
independently based on the number of viewers in that region. That said, despite the
content is live, more servers are required to offload the requests in the region. But how
servers are assigned inter-regions?



































































































































Figure 5.5: (a) Number of servers found for channel nightblue3 (US streamer)
as a timeseries; (b) Number of servers found for channel asiagod-
tonegg3be0 (Asian streamer) as a timeseries. The number of
servers are scaled independently in each region.
5.4.2 Scaling of Servers Across Continents
The previous section shows that the number of servers hosting the channel is correlated
with the number of viewers watching the channel per region. We next investigate how
the scaling works across continents. Figure 5.6 presents the fraction of servers found in
each continent for each channel (based on its number of viewers). We present both the
bottom 70% and top 10% of all channels during one snapshot.
We can see from Figure 5.6 that channels with a small number of viewers tend to be
predominantly served from NA only (red). 67% of channels with 0 viewers are exclusively
hosted in the US; this drops to 63% for one viewer, 48% for two viewers, 40% for
four viewers, and just 24% for five viewers. As the number of viewers increases, the
fraction of US servers hosting the stream decreases (to be replaced by both EU and
AS servers). Channels with over 50 viewers are nearly always served from all three
continents. Figure 5.6 also shows the server distribution of the top 10% channels, with


















































































































Figure 5.6: Fraction of servers found from NA, EU and AS cluster for the
bottom 70% (left) and top 10% channels (right). Only popular
channels are replicated outside of NA




























































Figure 5.7: Fraction of servers from EU clusters including Amsterdam (ams),
Sweden (arn), Paris (cdg), Frankfurt (fra), London (lhr),
Prague (prg) and Warsaw (waw).
We can also explore the servers that channels get replicated onto on an intra-continental
basis. We find that, for the EU cluster, servers from Amsterdam (ams) are primarily used,
especially when channel viewers are less than 10. Along with several remaining domains,
i.e., Paris (cdg), Frankfurt (fra) and London (lhr), servers are shared equally in 4 sub-
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domains. We find other very underutilised locations, for example, 34 hosts are found in
Amsterdam, while Warsaw (waw) has 38. However, we rarely see any servers in Warsaw.
Not surprisingly, the fraction of servers found in each is correlated with the number
of peerings as shown in Section. 5.3. This can be further confirmed by the AS cluster
that the servers are often equally distributed between two or three POPs from either
Seoul (sel), Tokyo (tyo) or HongKong (hkg). That said, the server redirection that allo-
cates streams to servers based on how the user entered Twitch, plus network peerings
lead to allocating servers skewed towards heavy peering locations.
Briefly, we also see distinct patterns within each continent. For example, in NA,
channels are always first hosted in San Francisco (sfo) before being scaled out to other
server locations in the region. The same occurs in EU and AS, with Amsterdam (ams)
and Seoul (sel) usually hosting a stream before other continental locations.
5.4.3 Summary of Hosting Strategy
We can combine the above, to highlight the scale-out process in more detail. We find that
all channels initiate their stream on a single server in the NA; as the channel increases
in popularity, Twitch first replicates a copy on each continent, before slowly increasing
the number of replicas in the locations that receive most requests.
This suggests that the NA operates as a head, which pushes content out to subordi-
nate clusters in Europe and Asia. Following this, each cluster is responsible for selecting
how many internal servers it allocates based on the stream’s local popularity. The allo-
cation of channels onto servers is only one part of Twitch’s strategy. In the next section,
we will specifically profile the redirection strategy from different continents.
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5.5 Client Redirection and Traffic Localisation
The previous section has shown that Twitch tries to adapt to the global demand by
progressively pushing streams to multiple servers on multiple continents. In this section,
we explore the mapping of clients to these regions by utilising our full set of proxies. We
perform a full channel crawl from each location and see where the clients are redirected
to (cf. Section 5.2). Table 5-A provides a breakdown of the redirections between different
continents. In the majority of cases, Twitch assigns a server from the nearest continent:
99.4% of the requests in North America and 96% of requests in South America are
handled by servers in NA; 82% of the requests in Europe and 78.2% of the requests in
Africa are served by EU servers.
Table 5-A: Traffic distribution of Twitch clusters globally.
Fraction(%) NA cluster EU cluster AS cluster
North America 99.4 0.6 0
South America 96 4 0.01
Europe 17 82 1
Africa 21.8 78.2 0
Asia 34.4 20 45.6
Our results also contain some noticeable outliers. Asian servers handle only 45.6%
of requests from Asian clients; more than one third of the requests are handled by NA
servers. That said, the NA cluster also absorbs the vast majority of requests from other
regions that are not resolved to their local servers, including AS and EU. In order to
explore the reasons behind this apparent mismatch, we investigate for each proxy the
fraction of redirections to its local (continental) servers when requesting the full list of
channels. Figure 5.8 shows the empirical CDF of the fraction of local servers observed by
each proxy. We separate the plots into each continent for comparison. A clear contrast
can be seen in the three different regions: nearly 90% of the clients in North America
are always served by NA servers, and almost 40% of the clients in Europe are always
served by EU servers. However, for Asia, 50% of the clients are never served by the
Asian servers, and only 10% are entirely served by Asian servers.




















Figure 5.8: Fraction of local servers observed for each proxy. Clients are
grouped by continents for comparison. NA users are usually served
locally, whereas most AS clients must contact servers outside of
AS.
As previously noted, the number of servers that host a stream is closely related to the
stream’s popularity. Hence, we also inspect the relationship between channel popularity
and the ability of clients to access streams from their local cluster. Figure 5.9 presents
the fraction of requests that are redirected to a cluster on the same continent, plotted
against the popularity of the channels. Again, it can be seen that European clients get
far more local redirects, whilst Asian requests regularly leave the continent. This is
consistent across all channel popularities, although in both cases, more popular channels
receive a large number of local redirects.
An obvious question is why do the Asian clients suffer from such poorly localised
redirects. Only 15% of our Asian clients exclusively utilise Asian servers; 50% are never
redirected within Asia. To analyse why this might be the case, we revisit the peering
policies of those particular networks. When inspecting the 15% of Asian clients that
exclusively rely on Asian servers, we see that they all share the same private peering
facilities with Twitch (based on PeeringDB). For example, AS36351, AS9381 and Twitch































Figure 5.9: The fraction of local servers used vs. the total number of viewers
for a channel. More popular channels are more likely to be locally
available on a continent.
are all registered in Equinix, Hong Kong. In contrast, the remaining networks do not
peer. Therefore, it is likely that Asia fails to localise its requests because of these poor
existing peering arrangements (Section 5.3). Even if the servers in Asia are geographi-
cally nearby, their network distance might be higher. Similar scenarios can be found in
previous work [233], highlighting that topology and peering are far more important than
geographic distance.
5.6 Summary on Twitch Infrastructure
In this chapter, we have studied the Twitch streaming infrastructure. Through empirical
measurements, we have shown that Twitch’s architecture is surprisingly centralised, with
just three server clusters. This is because the benefits of using decentralised caches (in
edge networks) are decreased radically in live streaming (as caching cannot take place).
We have also shed light into how channels are scaled-up across clusters and shared
amongst clients. We found that the channel popularity is a strong factor in content
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placement and local server selection. Twitch has clearly built an intelligent scale-up
(and scale-down) strategy, whereby popular streams are progressively replicated across
more servers to handle demand. We also find that peering strategies in Asia reduce the
impact of a local cluster, instead, resulting in many redirects to the US.
By studying Twitch, we reveal the infrastructure and hosting strategy of the largest
user-generated live video streaming platform. Indeed, to our surprises, Twitch uses a
more straightforward deployment than VOD, UGC and live video streaming: less than 5
clusters within the same AS around the globe. However, this also makes sense due to the
live attributes of the streams so that content can reach the viewers as soon as possible. We
also spotted that peering can affect the redirection performance directly which, addresses
the importance of network peering on the Internet. Also, our findings are confirmed by
contact with engineers from Twitch. One year after our original measurement results
published, Twitch confirmed that this CDN deployment has not been fundamentally
changed, and they have extended their footprint to some other developing countries
such as South Africa.
Combining with the user behaviour study, we have acquired a full picture of large-scale
distributed systems from the content popularity to the live stream delivery. We found,
indeed, the user-generated live video streaming platform Twitch has it’s own character
in user behaviour compare to traditional VOD platforms, thus the infrastructure is also
built to coordinate with the character exposed by the live content served. That said,
we consider our research goals on the large-scale distributed applications fulfilled and we
will start looking at data-center scale distributed applications in the next part of this
thesis.
Part IV





Profiling Data Centre Scale
Distributed System Traffic
6.1 Overview
Hadoop and related distributed data processing applications have become the standard
for large-scale data computation. As an essential component to build up the cluster,
the network plays a very important role to exchange the data and processing tasks
among different nodes. Benchmarking studies show that communications constitute
a significant part of the overall execution time [142]. More than passively transport
the traffic, the network can also actively acceurate the data processing by performing
in-network aggregation operations [144]. However, the network behaviour of Hadoop
is not well-understood yet, thus it’s difficult to evaluate the network performance of
Hadoop, not to say perform sophisticated in-network processing operations to accelerate
the distributed processing.
In this chapter, we aim to characterise the network traffic behaviour of Hadoop. To
capture the original behaviour of Hadoop, we first setup a physical cluster and collect
all the Hadoop traffic while running a set of benchmarking jobs. By varying the cluster
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setting, jobs and job settings, we not only identify the Hadoop traffic driven by behaviour
indicated by the source code, but also investigate how the Hadoop traffic is correlated
among different setups. Based on the characterisation, we propose a 5-tuple traffic model
that describes Hadoop traffic with MapReduce application specific behaviours taken into
consideration. Overall, the traffic characterisation provides fundamental knowledge on
delivering Hadoop traffic. By using the traffic model, we can quantify the Hadoop
traffic, for example comparing the traffic from different jobs. Also, reproducing the
traffic following from the model is made possible. This chapter is organised as follows:
• Section 6.2 shows the methodology we use to profile the Hadoop traffic, including
the cluster and experiment setup.
• Section 6.3 characterises the Hadoop traffic under various jobs, job settings and
cluster settings.
• Section 6.4 proposes a 15 elements traffic parameter that models the Hadoop traffic.
The fitting result of using such traffic parameter is shown, also under various cluster
settings.
• Section 6.5 concludes this chapter, highlighting the remaining work for the next
chapter that evaluating the network performances with Hadoop traffic.
6.2 Measurement Methodology
6.2.1 Cluster Setups
As mentioned in the background chapter 3.1.2, Hadoop generates several types of traffic,
including HDFS control messages, HDFS data transmissions, Shuffle data transfers, and
Yarn control messages (e.g., keep alive). Hence, it is necessary to understand the impor-
tance of these several traffic components. We setup a Hadoop cluster with 16 physical
work nodes and a master node. We first use the default cluster settings (as listed in
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number of reducers 2
output replication 1
Tab 6-A) to observe common traffic behaviour, and then change the settings to show the
traffic variation.
To capture a range of traffic, we sample a diverse of Hadoop jobs, including machine
learning, graph algorithms, and scientific computation. We focus on a few types of
jobs than commonly used in the Hadoop studies [144, 234], taken from the benchmark-
ing tool HiBench [148]. The jobs are (i) TeraSort : the TPCx benchmarking job for
Hadoop clusters [146]; (ii) PageRank : a graph processing operation for calculating the
weight between vertices [149]; (iii) kmeans: one of the most popular data clustering
algorithms [235] and (iv) Hive Join/Aggregation: two of the most commonly use func-
tions in SQL, however build upon Hadoop with Hive. We considered other types of jobs
in our initial experiments (e.g., word count, join queries, Bayes), and found that the
selected three provide a good sample of different types of MapReduce computation as
they contain most traffic patterns.
Our Hadoop cluster is built using Cloudera Distributed Hadoop(CDH)1 version 5.4.7.
The cluster contains 15 work nodes and one master node. Each node contains eight cores,
32GB memory and a SSD 400GB disk. All nodes are connected to the same switch with
10 Gb links. Collectively, this cluster can run jobs requiring up to 500GB of memory and
6TB of storage. This is considered sufficient to run those jobs we selected. Although this
topology is considered straightforward compare to other modern topologies, however, we
aim to capture the traffic demand from the application level rather than the network
level, thus this straightforward topology help us enough on expose the application traffic.
1http://www.cloudera.com/
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A sflow agent 2 is installed on each machine with a dedicated sflow collector on the same
switch. Then we regularly collect processes and flow information from the operating
system on each machine, and cross reference them with the sflow collected. In the
end, we can map the traffic to the origin process by linking the process and network
information collected on the node to the traffic information collected via slfow. Thus, we
have a full traffic map contains the process info, the source node and port, the destination
node and port and finally, flow size and duration.
6.2.2 Experimental Setup
To obtain an accurate coverage of the network behaviour, it is necessary to run jobs
multiple times. Indeed, data placement, for example, is not deterministic in Hadoop 3,
and therefore multiple runs are necessary to sample different data placements. To get an
idea of the number of runs required, we launch 1000 identical TeraSort jobs. Each time
we clean the cache and calculate the aggregated traffic volume generated. We then use
the ks.test to test if the traffic volume distribution after a certain number of runs is the
same as the one found with 1000 samples. Figure 6.1 presents the p-value evaluated after
each run. There is significant variance when performing less than 200 runs. However, we
find that the p-value is close to 1 (with a very small distance D) after 400 runs, indicating
that the same distribution is found. The same convergence in distribution happens not
only in the case of the traffic volume, but also for other metrics, such as the number of
sessions, and the number of nodes involved. Therefore, all our subsequent traffic analysis
is based on 400 runs for each individual setup.
2http://www.inmon.com/technology/sflowVersion5.php
3See chooseRandom in org.apache.hadoop.net.NetworkTopology.


















































Figure 6.1: Convergence (measured as p-value and distance) of distributional
properties, through Kolmogorov-Smirnov test against a distribu-
tion based on 1000 samples.
6.3 Hadoop Traffic Variations
When using Hadoop, people submit jobs to perform the data processing and may change
the cluster configuration to improve performance. We first explore the traffic generated
by various Hadoop jobs, starting with the structure of the generated traffic. Then, we
explore a few cluster settings that usually occur in the real world. Our overall aim is to
gain a general understanding of the Hadoop traffic, to enable us later to generate similar
traffic.
6.3.1 Hadoop Traffic Decomposition
Using the sflow records, we start by splitting the traffic into its individual types (using
the port numbers). Table 6-B presents the breakdown of traffic for each type of job. We
found the traffic portion is consistent for each job given various job input datasets. From
both virtual and physical clusters, the amount of control plane traffic is negligible, with
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Table 6-B: Traffic composition of Hadoop jobs.
Job HDFS read HDFS write Shuffle
sort 0.01 0.7 0.29
wordcount 0.03 0.66 0.31
TeraSort 0.1 0 0.9
Bayes 0.54 0.46 0
kmeans(itr-1) 0.31 0.67 0
kmeans(itr-2) 0.07 0.82 0
PageRank(itr-1) 0.10 0.66 0.23
PageRank(itr-2) 0.25 0.09 0.66
Hive Join 1.0 0.0 0.0
Hive Aggregation 0.98 0.02 0.0
over 99% of traffic coming from HDFS data transfers and Shuffle. Hence, control traffic
can be ignored for network traffic generation, as its impact is negligible. However, for
data plane traffic, the diversity across jobs is significant. For example, we observe no
Shuffle traffic in map-only jobs such as Bayes and K-means compared to 90% in TeraSort
(seen in Table 6-B). Moreover, the PageRank job generates just 1% of its traffic from
HDFS read, compared to 54% for the Bayes job. No shuffle traffic can be seen if it is
a map-only job (e.g., Bayes and K-means). Further more, in cases where there are not
HDFS replications set, HDFS write traffic is eliminated. Overall, it can be seen that the
proportions (and amounts) of traffic generated by these three key protocols are largely
based on the job type and dataset.
6.3.2 Traffic Pattern over Jobs
We now take a closer look at three specific types of jobs. We vary the input parameters
and dataset for each job, to see how the traffic is affected.
6.3.2.1 Kmeans
HiBench generates various data inputs, represented by the number of samples and clus-
ters. We run K-means with 10 clusters (k=10) and a number of samples ranging from
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500k to 20m. The K-means algorithm runs recursively over multiple rounds. We sepa-
rate each iteration in our comparison. As shown in Fig. 6.2, between the first and the
penultimate iteration, the traffic increases linearly as a function of the data input size.
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Figure 6.2: Traffic volume of kmeans over various data inputs.
From the implementation, we indeed know that all iterations but the last require
computing the clusters and assigning the samples to each cluster. Therefore, more traffic
will be exchanged during this assignment. The last iteration is only concerned with the
computation of the clusters, a fixed volume of traffic is generated.
6.3.2.2 TeraSort
TeraSort jobs take the dataset to be sorted as a parameter. Therefore, we rely on various
data files with increasing size and the degree of sorting. We use TeraGen to create
various data files ranging from 1GB to 20GB, then sort the data running TeraSort while
monitoring the Hadoop traffic.
The traffic volume exhibits a linear trend with respect to the data file size and the
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average traffic volume observed in the network. Surprisingly though, the variability is
quite high even for identical job settings (about a quarter of the file size, similar to
Figure. 6.4). To better understand this, we experiment with the TeraSort ideal case
(i.e., pre-sorted data), and observe the traffic in this specific situation. Even in this case,
the generated traffic is as large as when the data is not pre-sorted but random. The
reason lies in the fact that the data is processed in a distributed manner, and is spread
out across the cluster irrespective of whether it is already sorted or not. Therefore, for
the traffic seen on the network, how well the data is sorted beforehand is irrelevant.
The positive aspect, however, is that to generate realistic TeraSort traffic, only the
data size needs to be considered, not how well this data is already sorted. Also, thanks
to the linear trend in generated traffic as a function of data size, from a few instances of
data it is possible to infer the relationship between data size and amount of traffic.
6.3.2.3 PageRank
The distributed implementation of PageRank in Hadoop adopts two stages. First, it
generates partial matrix-vector multiplication results. Then, it merges the multiplication
results. Both stages run recursively until the rank converges. We expect again that
dataset size is linearly related to the amount of generated traffic
We run a PageRank job on datasets containing from 2 million vertices (1.1GB) to
10 million vertices (5.5GB), with a number of edges following by a Zipf 0.5 distribution
over all the vertices. As with K-means and TeraSort, we found the traffic also follows a
linear pattern as a function of dataset size.
6.3.2.4 Comparison Across Job Types
It is also possible to inspect how each of these traffic components is generated across
the multiple stages of a job. By definition, each stage occurs sequentially: HDFS Read












































Figure 6.3: Fraction of traffic transmitted over time, for TeraSort, PageRank
and Kmeans. The horizontal lines demarcate HDFS Read, Shuffle
and HDFS Write traffic (Note the TeraSort is HDFS read and
shuffle only, the tail of Kmeans is truncated for plotting).
loads the data onto mapper nodes, Shuffle exchanges data between the mapper/reducer
nodes. Finally, HDFS Write stores the result. We focus on how these traffic components
are generated in the previous three example jobs: K-means, TeraSort and PageRank.
Figure 6.3 presents the amount of traffic generated per-second on the physical cluster:
the second iteration of PageRank jobs (with 10 million vertices), TeraSort jobs with 6GB
data, and the first iteration of K-means jobs with 14 clusters and 14 million samples per
cluster. The amount at each second is shown as a box plot, with data taken from 400
runs.
It can be seen that each job exhibits the same trends of traffic in terms of the HDFS
read, shuffle and HDFS write sequence, but with differences on varying ratio between
the three core traffic components. For instance, TeraSort’s first 10% of traffic is HDFS
Read, followed by the remaining 90% that corresponds to Shuffle traffic. Similarly, for
PageRank, there is 25% HDFS Read at the beginning, then 66% Shuffle, and finally the
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last 9% is HDFS Write. All traffic seen on the network follows this three stage sequence.
Clearly, this stability in the structure gives a clear guidance that HDFS read, shuffle,
and HDFS write traffic need to be investigated separately to get a precise reproduction
of the Hadoop traffic. Importantly, this must be performed on a per-job basis to reflect
the diversity observed.
6.3.3 Traffic Pattern over Cluster Settings
The previous section has shown that the bulk of the traffic is generated by HDFS and
shuffle (with the majority from HDFS export) for the considered jobs. Next, we explore
how these traffic volumes change when we change the cluster settings: data distribution,
HDFS replication rate and cluster size, as those are parameters often set first when
initiate a Hadoop cluster. Note that we do not consider settings such as Java virtual
machine memory allocation that usually affect the computation performance rather than
networking [142], but leave it as further work.
6.3.3.1 Data Distribution
Hadoop tries to allocate computation to mappers based on the data that is already
stored on that particular mapper (note that mapper nodes also participate in HDFS). To
confirm the effect that the pre-existing data distribution has on Hadoop traffic volumes,
we repeat our TeraSort jobs with a variety of placements. We generate a variety of
datasets ranging from 100MB to 1.9GB (in steps of 200MB) using the default TeraGen
benchmarking tool. We then use the Terasort job to sort the dataset ten times. We find
that for 59 out of 90 jobs, the mapper is running on the node without any data stored,
thus the a huge HDFS read traffic. Although Hadoop tries to assign the mapper to the
Node Manager where the map split is stored, the data node can be shared by multiple
splits. Thus, sometimes the mapper has to choose other nodes to run the splits.
A more specific investigating found that, although the data should be equally spread
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between nodes, two data nodes may hold three times more blocks than others in the
cluster. Indeed, TeraGen always assigns data to the reducer nodes.
HDFS import traffic is driven by the effectiveness of the data placement. To confirm
this, we inject the data into HDFS by copying it externally with the“fs -put” command.
We witness a 27% decrease in HDFS traffic. Note that this traffic only accounts for 2%
of the total job traffic.
6.3.3.2 Replication Settings
HDFS stores data on nodes across the cluster. These nodes may also be used as mappers
for computational tasks; hence, a mapper that already contains the data locally generates
no extra traffic. To improve resilience, HDFS has a replication set that allows the same
block to be stored on multiple nodes. Intuitively, the higher the replication level, the
lower the traffic volume.
To explore the effect of replication, we run a new set of TeraSort jobs (of 4GB), varying
the replication levels. Figure 6.4 shows that 86% of the traffic goes away when increasing
the replication rate from 1 to 2. A replication level of 3 further decreases it by 56%;
and by another 23% for 4, but barely changes after that. Clearly, additional replication
suffers from diminishing returns, as beyond a level of 3 benefits become insignificant.
For example, in our cluster of 15 nodes, with the maximum replication of 15 and file’s
replication is located on each of the node, no HDFS import traffic is seen. Note that the
savings in HDFS import come with a startup cost, as it is necessary to preload the data,
which may be costly in a Cloud platform.
We also run the same experiment with PageRank and K-means jobs. We again
find that HDFS input traffic can be reduced with an increased number of replications.
However, the HDFS output traffic increases, while the shuffle barely changes. This is
because shuffle is used for exchanging newly created data during a job. 90% of the traffic
is the shuffle in TeraSort. Moreover, sample traces from Facebook [236] indicate that

































Figure 6.4: Volume of HDFS import and shuffle traffic for TeraSort 4GB jobs.
Increasing HDFS replications in the cluster does not necessary
decrease HDFS traffic.
58% of the total traffic is the shuffle.
6.3.3.3 Cluster Size
The final parameter we consider is the size of the cluster (i.e., the number of nodes in
the cluster). Cluster size may impact network traffic significantly, as nodes will need
to hold more blocks if fewer nodes are available. Thus, we now study the relationship
between traffic and number of nodes.
We run TeraSort over a 1GB dataset while varying the cluster size. Overall, the
total traffic volume follows the same distribution, though the traffic generated per node
is decreasing from 6 to 10 nodes, and remains constant afterwards. This is because
Hadoop assigns to each mapper units of data called splits. Therefore, for a fixed input
data size, the number of mappers, as well as nodes needed, will be fixed. For instance,
a 1GB TeraSort job will utilise a maximum of 8 nodes. This presents an advantageous
property: the traffic for TeraSort 1GB jobs on a 15 node cluster will be identical to
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that of any other cluster size above 10. We further confirmed this on other jobs such as
PageRank and K-means. This property enables us to predict the generated traffic, once
we know the cluster capacity.
6.3.4 Summary of Hadoop Traffic
In this section, we have explored some aspects of Hadoop traffic. We have seen that
these patterns have some predictable trends, e.g., with a linear relationship over job
parameters, which will enable us to model the Hadoop traffic under common cluster
settings.
The distributed nature of the Hadoop computation requires the data to be distributed
across different machines. In Hadoop, the data delivery is driven by the dataset and
algorithm which, generates traffic in a unique manner. We can capture the distribution
of HDFS and shuffle traffic for different types of jobs, as long as we have at least 400 job
runs (as explained in Fig. 6.1). Furthermore, we quantify how the job parameters and
cluster settings linearly affect the traffic.
6.4 Modelling Hadoop Traffic for Replay
In this section, we start with details of how we capture the Hadoop traffic and extract
the necessary distributions. First under default settings and then using various jobs, job
settings and cluster settings. The purpose is to then prime our later re-generation of
synthetic Hadoop traffic in Chapter 7.
6.4.1 Traffic Parameters
After the traffic is collected, we aim to profile the traffic at the application level. Normally,
traffic can be described at the network level by using the five-tuples: the protocol,
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source/destination address and source/destination port. However, to fully capture the
Hadoop traffic along with its behaviour, we need to use extra parameters to take the
application level behaviours into consideration.
Thus, we propose a new set of parameters in an attempt to best capture Hadoop
traffic, agnostic to the underlying network features (e.g., transport protocol, topology).
For each traffic component (HDFS read, write and shuffle), the traffic is described by five
parameters: the number of containers, number of source nodes per container, number of
flows per source, flow size and flow start time.
We chose this approach because the 5-tuple is the minimum required to identify flow-
level behaviour. As we wished to achieve high scalability, we wanted to operate on this
flow-level to avoid the complexities and overheads introduced by packet-level models.
The model is therefore the most lightweight data structure for recording traffic. We will
now describe the 5 elements of the tuple, and their role in traffic generation. To aggregate
flows into a single model that could be used for traffic replay, we recorded the number of
containers, number of source nodes per container and number of flows per source. This
is sufficient for regenerating the number of flows in the simulator. However, it does not
capture the size or timings of the flow. Hence, it was necessary to supplement these
three parameters with flow size and flow start times. These container oriented traffic
parameters can help us summarise the traffic to each of the containers Hadoop generated,
without constrains from the type of job. Thus giving us accuracy when replaying the
traffic. The same set of parameters are captured for each component including HDFS
read, shuffle, and HDFS write.
Following this, we then extract the full distribution of parameter values (e.g., flow
sizes) across a number of job runs (400 by default), i.e., we repeat the same job 400
times. This is necessary because the values of the parameters are non-deterministic and
vary per-run. Our experiments show that 400 runs give us enough samples to construct
the distribution 6.2. And by quantifying the parameters via a distribution, we can later
compare the parameters from various settings and even extrapolate the parameters in
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the future.
6.4.2 Extracting the Traffic Distributions
The previous section shows how we capture traffic from a live cluster. We next explore
how to model the Hadoop traffic, so that it can be later replayed within a simulator. Here,
we run TeraSort, PageRank, K-means and Hive join with the default cluster settings
listed in Table 6-A. We emphasise that our methodology works across any job; we use
these four simply as exemplars.
The approach taken to traffic modelling is straightforward. We collect the empirical
traffic over 400 runs and, for each run, capture the parameters: the number of containers,
number of source nodes per container, number of flows per source, flow size and flow
start time. We then perform a maximum-likelihood fitting of univariate distributions,
evaluate the fitting by using the KolmogorovSmirnov test (ks.test) and then select the
distribution with the lowest distance found after passed the critical values.
To show the fitting results, we present the CDF of empirical samples (red) and fit-
ted value (green) for each of the parameter that we used to describe the Hadoop traffic
including number of HDFS containers (Figure 6.5), number of source nodes per con-
tainer (Figure 6.6), number of destinations per source node (Figure 6.7), number of
flows per source-destination pair (Figure 6.8), HDFS flow start time (Figure 6.9); Num-
ber of shuffle containers (Figure 6.10), number of source per shuffle (Figure 6.11), number
of destination per shuffle (Figure 6.12), number of shuffle flows (Figure 6.13), shuffle flow
start time (Figure 6.14); HDFS write containers (Figure 6.15), number of HDFS write
traffic source nodes (Figure 6.16), number of HDFS write destinations (Figure 6.17),
number of HDFS write flows (Figure 6.18) and finally HDFS flow start time (Figure 6.19).
The shuffle part has only TeraSort and PageRank as K-means, as Hive jobs do not have
shuffle traffic. These plots give us an intuitive visualization of the distribution fitting
result.
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Figure 6.5: Number of mapper containers.
For the distributions found, we can see that for the number of containers, number
of sources/destinations per containers, number of flows and flow starting time all have
one thing in common: they are well fitted by the Normal distribution. However, for
the HDFS flow size, we find two other types of distributions that fit different jobs: for
mappers requiring the data from one block only (e.g., TeraSort, K-means and PageRank)
the HDFS read flow size is binary; for mappers that require the data from more than one
block (e.g., Hive, join) the fitted distribution is Weibull. A script is used to automatically
extract these parametrized distributions using its maximum-likelihood fitting.
Apart from the visualisation, we list the numerical distribution parameters found for
various TeraSort jobs with different job settings in Table 6-C. This includes the mean and
standard deviation for the Normal distribution, the probability for Bernoulli or shape
and scale for the Weibull. We can see that each of the parameter can be fitted by a
distribution accordingly. The fitted values are also increased linearly correlated to the
TeraSort file size. This table is the core output of the traffic modelling, and will be used
as the input for further generation of the traffic which will be illustrated in the next
chapter.
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Figure 6.7: Number of mapper flows.
Table 6-C: TeraSort traffic distribution.






















1.00 7.36 0.57 12.90 1.76 1.56 0.50 3.96 1.70 1.00 0.00 22.42 10.34 21.98 1.11 7.50 0.98 1.90 1.23 1.08 0.29 27.62 1.80
3.00 16.33 2.85 14.75 4.28 1.97 0.17 8.49 2.30 1.11 0.32 21.03 11.99 25.60 3.33 12.72 1.11 2.84 2.51 1.25 0.56 40.13 4.80
5.00 24.92 6.02 16.91 7.02 2.00 0.14 11.17 2.53 1.28 0.53 21.63 13.53 30.98 4.94 14.12 0.87 3.71 3.13 1.41 0.77 55.68 9.17
7.00 34.42 11.00 18.65 8.40 2.00 0.00 12.80 1.55 1.51 0.78 21.45 12.79 35.72 6.44 14.33 0.76 4.40 3.40 1.59 1.01 71.73 15.79
9.00 42.82 13.80 20.14 12.78 2.00 0.00 13.25 1.17 1.69 0.97 23.43 14.14 40.09 7.79 14.82 0.41 5.00 3.58 1.73 1.18 86.10 20.11
11.00 44.45 20.51 22.54 16.57 1.99 0.10 13.34 1.30 1.86 1.13 21.58 13.88 45.13 9.47 14.92 0.27 5.93 3.34 1.84 1.36 104.11 27.00
13.00 52.38 24.25 27.38 21.89 2.00 0.00 13.35 1.50 2.08 1.43 23.61 14.14 51.22 11.67 14.98 0.14 6.56 3.27 1.96 1.54 121.88 32.00
15.00 57.95 28.02 29.89 21.28 2.01 0.10 13.44 1.60 2.22 1.55 23.00 11.95 57.16 14.50 15.00 0.00 7.12 3.12 2.08 1.70 136.58 36.04
17.00 56.97 29.77 32.62 25.54 2.01 0.10 13.62 1.52 2.32 1.74 23.18 12.84 62.47 14.75 14.99 0.10 7.62 2.98 2.21 1.88 163.96 47.80
19.00 70.29 36.61 28.95 29.59 2.00 0.00 13.78 0.84 2.56 1.90 23.02 12.45 64.12 15.74 15.00 0.00 8.07 2.89 2.33 2.07 191.03 65.12
21.00 81.77 43.43 28.97 28.43 2.00 0.00 13.80 0.76 2.62 2.07 23.52 12.64 69.17 17.65 15.00 0.00 8.56 2.68 2.44 2.22 221.11 77.13
6.4.3 Modelling Impact of Cluster Settings
The previous subsection has shown the distribution of traffic metrics across a variety
of jobs. Importantly, it has used simple best-fitting to extract the probability distri-
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Figure 6.9: HDFS read flow starting time.
butions of these metrics to later allow replay. However, we have also observed that
individual cluster settings with Hadoop can heavily impact these values. Hence, it is
necessary to capture the impact that these different cluster settings have on the traffic
makeup. To achieve this, we repeat the same methodology while varying several key
cluster parameters; under each parameter setting, we extract the five-tuple model. This
is then embedded within the parameter file allowing an experimenter to select the cluster
settings they wish to generate traffic for.
We start with a set of parameters that are commonly used in practice to tune cluster
performance, namely data replication, cluster size, block size, input split size, number






























Figure 6.10: Number of reducer containers. Although the low number of data
points makes the fitting difficult, we will ground the fitted value






























Figure 6.11: Number of sources per reducer.
of reducers and output replications. Clearly, it is not feasible to fully explore this large
sample space by executing millions of jobs. Thus, we use the default settings as a
baseline (as shown in Table 6-A), and change only one setting at a time to explore the
difference. As well as executing these tests to extract the models for the parameter file,
the following section will explore the impact that differing settings have to elucidate the
nature of Hadoop traffic better.


























































































Figure 6.14: Shuffle flow starting time.
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Figure 6.17: Number of flows per HDFS write source destination.
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Figure 6.19: HDFS write flows starting time.
6.4.3.1 Replication and Cluster Size
Amongst the most important decisions made when operating a Hadoop cluster are the
replication rate (i.e., number of data replicas) and cluster size (i.e., number of nodes).
When data is stored in HDFS, the data is split into file blocks. Each block may be stored
on multiple nodes for fault tolerance; this is controlled by the replication setting. With
more replicas (or fewer work nodes in the cluster), each node will clearly have to store a
greater number of blocks. As we have discussed previously, the mapper reads a block at
the beginning of execution, and traffic will be generated if the block is not locally stored.
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In essence, the above can be modelled using the probability by which a mapper will
have a local copy of the required block. If a local copy is not available, traffic will be
generated. To understand this probability, we have extracted the algorithm used for
replica management from the Hadoop source code. We find that blocks are randomly
assigned to nodes within the cluster. Following this, when a mapper container is assigned
to a node, it is, by preference, allocated to the node where the data is already stored.
However, this does not always happen.
Rather than exploring the impact of replication by executing real jobs, we simply use
this (deterministic) assignment algorithm, which produces the probability by which a
mapper will be co-located with its data. To compute this, it takes four input parameters:
number of nodes, number of blocks, number of replications and number of mappers. The
algorithm first randomly assigns blocks on each node. Note the total number of blocks
will be the number of blocks input multiplied by the number of replicas. The algorithm
then starts to assign the mappers to each node. It then simply counts the number of
mappers running on a node without the requested block stored. Finally, it outputs the
counted number divided by the total number of mappers: this is the probability of having
traffic generated during the mapper process. We find that the empirical probability that
a mapper reads a remote block follows the Bernoulli distribution (parameters listed in
Table 6-C).
To confirm the above is correct, we compare our statistic results against the behaviour
of real Hadoop cluster. To save time on running jobs again and again, we first use an
emulation approach to get a precise estimation4. The emulation process set a number
of nodes and a number of data blocks; then place each block randomly onto each node.
When the job starts, the mapper will always prefer a node with data stored. However,
some mapper may end with fetch data remotely as the nodes with data stored already
have mapper running on. We record the number of those mappers that need to fetch
data and calculate the statistic mean over a thousand emulation runs.
4Code can be found in https://github.com/deng113jie/keddah/locationemu
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Figure 6.20: The probability that a mapper requires a block not locally stored,
with various number of nodes presented and number of blocks
required. Cluster replication set as 1.
We present the values found for a various numbers of blocks and numbers of nodes
combinations under different replication settings, including 1 replication (Figure.6.20),
2 replications (Figure.6.21) and 3 replications (Figure.6.22). We can see that the prob-
ability can be very low when the number of blocks exceeds the number of nodes (hence
a block will be stored on the node) or the number of blocks is less than the number of
nodes (thus the mapper is running on the node with the block stored); otherwise the
probability can be rather high when the number of blocks is similar to the number of
nodes (hence the mapper happens to run on a node without the block stored). Not
surprisingly, we found the same result from running empirical traces in our real cluster.
We can see that the probability varies over different combinations but also decreases
with more replication set in general.
6.4.3.2 Block Size and Input Split
The block size decides how many blocks each file is fragmented into when stored in
HDFS. The input split size is the data file size that each mapper processes. By default,
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Figure 6.21: The probability that a mapper requires a block not locally stored,
with various number of nodes presented and number of blocks
required. Cluster replication set as 2.
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Figure 6.22: The probability that a mapper requires a block not locally stored,
with various number of nodes presented and number of blocks
required. Cluster replication set as 3.
the block size is treated as the input split size. Next, we run jobs over various block and
input split sizes, and see how the traffic is affected. Each run results in a new 5-tuple
model, which is included in the parameter file (allowing people wishing to replay the
traffic to select their preferred block and input size).
To explore how these parameters impact traffic generation, Figure 6.23 plots the
number of map containers used when experimenting with various block sizes. Although
























































Figure 6.23: Number of map containers found over various block sizes.
various values are found from 400 runs, the Y-axis shows the mean value of distribution
for comparison purposes. When we alter the block size or input split size, the number
of mappers decreases linearly. This is expected as the change of block size will reduce
the number of blocks stored. Thus the mapper has a higher chance of running on a node
with blocks locally stored. This linear relationship found can further be used to infer
traffic generation parameters in the next chapter.
6.4.3.3 Number of Reducers
Another key metric is the number of reducers, which will clearly affect the reduce phase
of MapReduce. The number of reducers can be controlled with mapreduce.job.reduces
setting. Hence, we vary this parameter and generate the 5-tuple model for each parameter
setup. We find that the number of reducers is affected by such configuration when
running TeraSort, PageRank and Hive join jobs. Surprisingly, this is not always the case
though. Figure 6.24 presents the fitted mean value found for the number of reducers
from the 400 empirical runs against various TeraSort job parameters. It shows that the
number of reducers increases with the setting, but not when the input data file size
is small. For example, even though it is set to 3, only one reducer is started when
running TeraSort 1G job. Hence, the mapreduce.job.reduces setting constitutes a limit,

















































Figure 6.24: The number of reducer containers found, varies over the number
of reducers setting.
not a lower-bound. By executing and capturing jobs with these different settings, we
automatically capture the number of reducers seen in this parameter file.
6.4.3.4 Output Replication
The final parameter we inspect is the output replication level; this dictates the number
of replicas stored for the output of the job. Clearly, this will affect the amount of HDFS
write traffic. Again, we execute a number of jobs whilst varying the replication setting.
In each case, we record and model the traffic for storage within the parameter file.
Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 show the variations by presenting the mean value fitted for
the number of HDFS write traffic sources and number of HDFS write traffic destinations
per source. We find that this increases the number of sources and destinations, since
increasing the replica degree by one will naturally result in one more source-destination
pair. That said, the distribution of other parameters such as flows per source-destination
pair does not change. Again, we can see that the value increases linearly with respect to
the total number of nodes in the cluster.










































































































Figure 6.26: The number of HDFS write traffic destinations affected by various
output replications.
6.4.4 Review of Modelling Hadoop Traffic
In this section, we have empirically captured, modelled and explored the nature of
Hadoop traffic. The purpose behind this has been to underpin the recreation of syn-
thetic Hadoop traffic. Using a variety of jobs and Hadoop parameters, we have quan-
tified the resulting traffic that is generated. Those jobs are carefully chosen from text
searching, sorting, machine learning, graph processing and database joins. This exten-
sive list of operations can help fully expose Hadoop network traffic behaviours. In fact,
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those jobs are widely used in Hadoop performance benchmarking, in TPCx-HS [146],
HiBench [148], SWIM [236] and Puma [237]. The jobs are also often used in Hadoop
performance evaluations in the research community [144, 238–241]. Apart from the jobs,
we also investigated a few cluster settings that are often tuned in practise: cluster size,
replication setting, block size, input split size, number of reducers and output replica-
tions. Those settings are very basic settings that everyone needs to configure on their
own cluster [242] yet, no study has been made before on their effect on the network
performance of Hadoop. We found out, indeed, those parameters can explicitly impact
the network behaviour of Hadoop.
For each parameter under consideration, we have investigated the distribution of its
values across 400 runs to capture its properties. In total, we use 15 distribution param-
eters to fully capture the Hadoop traffic. So that the traffic of Hadoop can be quantified
for comparison and even reproduced. We further extended the investigation to a set of
benchmarking jobs, jobs settings and cluster settings. We found the linear correlation
between the settings with the traffic generated. On the one hand, the accuracy of the
traffic distribution is validated by the linearity, on the other hand, the linear correlation
can help infer the traffic distribution.
Regarding the reproducibility, though we use the most straightforward topology to
observe the traffic, the result should apply to other sophisticated typologies as well. We
aim to capture the traffic behaviour from the application level so that the behaviour is
not affected by network layer components, such as topology. Thus the number of traffic
sources, number of flows and flow size, etc. are all independent of the network topology.
However, to reproduce the traffic, the flow start time relies on the network components,
e.g., topology, bandwidth. Still, others can use the Keddah tool to generate the traffic
statistics from scratch instead of using the result we published.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter has characterised and modelled the traffic of Hadoop jobs. With the goal of
generating the Hadoop traffic in the simulation environment, understanding the traffic
is the first step. By characterising the traffic under various jobs, job setting and cluster
settings, we have revealed the traffic generated under different scenarios. Also, a linear
correlation between the traffic distribution with the job parameters can be established
according to the traffic. With such understanding, we further proposed 15 distributions
traffic parameters that used to capture the Hadoop traffic with Yarn containers behaviour
included. By using the 5-tuple on each HDFS read, shuffle and HDFS write, the Hadoop
traffic can be described, compared and further reproduced. In the next chapter, we will
give a detailed explanation of the traffic reproduction. We adopt a simulation approach
to evaluate network performance under Hadoop traffic.
Chapter 7
Reproducing Hadoop Traffic for
Profiling Network Performance
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have characterised and modelled the traffic of Hadoop. As
a sophisticated distributed processing application, the traffic of Hadoop is driven by the
processing job, with identical traffic patterns of HDFS read, shuffle and HDFS write.
Though we found the network hugely impacts the distributed processing performance
by transmitting the traffic, we still lack in efficient method to evaluate the network
design performance. Given Big Data applications is one of the main contributors to
intra-datacentre traffic, this lack in efficient method prevents researchers from making
network innovations on the network for distributed processing applications.
Thus, in this chapter, we present an open source tool that allows network researchers
to evaluate their data centre-specific and Hadoop-specific networking studies in a simu-
lated fashion. As part of this, the work done in the previous chapter can help us reproduce
the realistic traffic in the simulated environment. Based on the Hadoop traffic charac-
terised and 15-tuple argument proposed previously, in this chapter, we present Keddah,
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a tool that allows (i) Hadoop traffic to be captured within real clusters; (ii) anonymous
traffic models to be compiled; and (iii) the traffic to be replayed in simulated environ-
ments. Collectively, this allows any researcher to evaluate their network-level innovations
with realistic traffic patterns.
Based on the traffic models, Keddah generates traffic by simulating the complete
execution flow between compute nodes, and the traffic exchanged between them. Keddah
models Hadoop traffic at a flow level including the traffic volume, nodes involved and
sessions for each protocol. We have built Keddah as an open source tool1 on top of a
network simulator (ns3), and integrated publicly available Big Data workloads [243] for
network research purposes. We have included various models for immediate use, but also
allow other Hadoop operators use Keddah to capture and share their traffic patterns.
This chapter is organised as follows:
• Section 7.2 outlines the architecture of Keddah and specifically illustrate each
component in the later sections;
• Section 7.3 presents the implementation of Keddah, as well as how it is integrated
with ns3;
• Section 7.4 discusses our validation experiments where we compare Keddah’s gen-
erated traffic with workloads captured in real environments;
• Section 7.5 presents and evaluates two example applications of Keddah for data
centre network research. We show the effect of multiple data centre topologies and
transport-level protocols in the performance of Hadoop jobs.
• Section 7.6 concludes this chapter.
1github.com/deng113jie/keddah
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of Keddah, starting with execution of real jobs and
ending in the generation of the traffic in a simulator.
7.2 Keddah Architecture Overview
This chapter exploits the traffic observations from the previous chapter to build a
tool that can capture and replay Hadoop traffic. Keddah offers a full workflow that
allows users to (i) capture traffic from a real cluster; (ii) extract the traffic distribu-
tion; (iii) replay it within a simulation environment. Importantly, this does not involve
exporting real traffic traces — instead, Keddah generates compact traffic models that
represent the traffic seen.
The workflow is shown in Figure 7.1. On the left, traffic is captured from a real cluster
(as shown in Section 6.4). Following this, the empirical traffic distributions are computed
(as shown in Section 6.4.2). The workflow then exports the distributions into a separate
Keddah file that can be used to replay the traffic in a simulation environment (as shown
in Section 7.3). Another key goal of this workflow is to allow any Hadoop operator
to capture their traffic and share it with the community for replay. Importantly, by
converting traffic into the appropriate distributions, we ensure anonymity and minimise
exposure of sensitive information regarding a particular Hadoop operator.
The first stage in the Keddah workflow is the capturing and modelling of Hadoop
traffic from real environments. The specific process is shown in Section 6.4 that, mod-
elling the traffic and output the traffic distribution. To further automate the process,
a script is used to set the cluster parameters, run the Hadoop job, capture the traffic,
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Table 7-A: Keddah file header.
cluster size , replication , block size , input split , reducers ,
no of mappers , no of src per mapper , no of flows , flow size , hdfs read starttime ,
no of reducers , no of src , no of dst , shuffle size , shuffle starttime ,
no of src , no of dst , no of flow , flow size , hdfs write starttime
modelling the traffic and output the traffic distribution. This is then used to generate
a parameter file named Keddah file: a comma-separated values (CSV) format config-
uration file containing 5-tuple descriptions of each traffic type observed (HDFS Read,
Shuffle, HDFS write). The full list of parameters of Keddah file is shown in Table. 7-A.
This set of 20 parameters is stored for each cluster setting that has been recorded, e.g.,
for each replication level, with the first 5 parameters are job related metadata and the
last 15 are traffic distributions extracted from methods explained in the last chapter. By
doing this, the Keddah file can be shared with experimenters, who wish to replay the
same traffic in a simulated environment.
Before we dive into Keddah implementation, we’d like to clarify a few assumptions we
made on reproducing the traffic. In terms of the hardware we assume Hadoop is running
on a common cluster where the worker nodes have the same hardware setup. Parameter
wise, we assume Hadoop is running with default Hadoop settings (listed in Table 6-A). As
Keddah primarily performs traffic replay-like functionality, we assume that the simulated
cluster is broadly similar to the live cluster where the initial traffic traces were captured.
For tractability, when capturing the traffic, we only focus on the parameters that people
often change when initialising their cluster, such as block size, number of reducers, etc.
We did not take some system level parameters into consideration, for example cluster
fault tolerance, Java virtual machine parameters, etc.
That said, it is possible to record various settings in the live cluster and replay them
in the simulator - we make our simulator open source to allow others to experiment with
these possibilities. The rest of this chapter will outline the various components of this
workflow starting from the simulation implementation.
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7.3 Simulating Hadoop Traffic using Keddah: An Imple-
mentation Perspective
The previous section has captured and computed empirical models for the distribution
of various key traffic metrics. These are embedded within a Keddah file that can be
publicly shared with others wishing to replay the traffic. In this section, we implement
the simulation part of Keddah, which uses a Keddah file to replay traffic within a simu-
lated environment. Keddah is built on top of ns3 so that the traffic can be reproduced
while experimenting with different network possibilities (e.g., topology, routing proto-
cols). Note that this is limited to explorations below the application layer, such that
the application layer behaviour does not vary. For example, the traffic generator can
be added onto various network topologies to test the network performance. However,
the traffic generator can not be used to simulate Hadoop system behaviour such as job
completion time, as the Hadoop system behaviour is not the object of this work.
7.3.1 Design and Implementation of Keddah
7.3.1.1 Design Overview
The previous chapter has detailed the first stage in the Keddah workflow (cf. Figure 7.1),
where real traffic is captured and modelled to create a Keddah file. The second stage is,
therefore, the use of this file to replay traffic in a simulated environment. Thus, Keddah
also consists of a series of new ns3 software classes that represent the entire set of sim-
ulated Hadoop functionality, e.g., mappers, reducers and the Yarn scheduler. Although
we have chosen ns3 due to its wide availability, Keddah could be implemented in any
open source simulator. Figure 7.2 shows the class diagram of the Keddah implemen-
tation. The Keddah ns3 plug-in has three main components that represent the cluster
topology and end hosts (green and blue), the Hadoop scheduler (black) and the specific
Hadoop jobs (orange). Each component consists of multiple classes, represented by their
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Figure 7.2: Classes implemented in Keddah, including cluster (green), Yarn
(black), Hadoop jobs (orange) and containers (blue).
different colours. The arrows show the calling relations between classes. The rest of this
section outlines their operation.
When running the simulation, users can choose from different cluster topologies and
Hadoop jobs (just as Hadoop works in reality). Once given a certain topology and job,
Keddah starts by building the cluster with a set of nodes interconnected by the stipulated
topology (within ns3). Following this, then jobs are also created, which involves request
placement on each node based on its available CPU and memory resources. Note that the
placement is modelled as a container (i.e., one physical node in the simulation can host
multiple containers running a mapper or a reducer each container). Once the resource
is allocated by the simulated YARN class, the containers are executed and then begin
to generate traffic.
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7.3.1.2 Implementing the cluster
When the simulation starts, it is first necessary to simulate the underlying cluster (data
centre) topology and attach the “physical” nodes at the appropriate locations. As Ked-
dah is built within ns3, it is not necessary to implement most functionality involved in
this, e.g., TCP/IP. Here, we only detail the ns3 components used to construct Keddah.
The Cluster contains both the nodes (as a ns3::NodeContainer) and the DCTopology
which defines how the nodes are connected. DCTopology is a parent class that must be
extended by specific classes for each type of topology. As can be seen in Figure 7.2,
we have implemented a number of example topologies already: Star, FatTree, CamCube
and DCell. Other topologies can be implemented by following the same procedure. Each
DCTopology class is expected to implement its own topology within the setup() method.
For example, FatTree class defines the nodes, their IP addresses and their interconnec-
tions via its setup() method.
7.3.1.3 Implementing Yarn Resource Allocation
Yarn is the component that manages the Hadoop cluster, i.e., the allocation of contain-
ers to nodes. We separate Yarn’s responsibilities into two classes, shown in Figure 7.2:
Yarn schedules the job submissions and YarnScheduler handles the resource allocation
for scheduled jobs. The ResourceScheduler is the equivalent of the Resource Manager
in Hadoop, it assigns the CPU and memory resources to the container when requested,
i.e., it allocates mapper and reducer containers to nodes within the simulator. CPU
and memory are modelled for each node as a series of units; each node has a certain
number of units, which are depleted by the placement of a container on the node. The
ResourceScheduler, therefore, works as a queue that allocates containers (mappers and
reducers) onto nodes that have sufficient resources. Though resource allocation is imple-
mented via various schemes in Hadoop (including FIFO, fair and capacity), we have
implemented a FIFO queue as a proof of concept. We have left the interface available
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for other schemes to be added. Thus, when jobs are submitted to Yarn, it deals with
them in a FIFO queue, allocating their mapper and reducer containers to specific nodes
in the simulator one-by-one.
7.3.1.4 Implementing Jobs
The last part is executing the Hadoop jobs, where the traffic is generated. As an
abstract class, HadoopJob declares the core attributes and methods needed within jobs.
HadoopJob is then extended by any specific job class. This is because each job has their
own set of distribution parameters according to Table 6-C. Thus, anybody can write a
new job by extending this class.
7.3.1.5 Implementing Mappers and Reducers
Finally, we follow the ns3 design principle and implement Mapper and Reducer contain-
ers each as a ns3::Application. Each container is placed on a node within the simulator,
and consumes a certain number of resource “units”; this is used to limit the number of
containers per node. In other words, Yarn will only execute jobs and push the containers
onto nodes once there are sufficient (modelled) resources to handle the complete job (i.e.,
all containers). Each container is also equipped with a callback function so that the main
job thread is notified when the container finishes; this imitates the resource allocation
process of Hadoop in reality. Overall, by implementing the mapper and reducer contain-
ers as a ns3::Application we can leverage ns3 to have an independent running process for
each container so that they can be simulated in parallel. To avoid repeating code within
both the mapper and the reducer classes, we also implement a third class: TrafficApp.
This is responsible for “orchestrating” all flows generating within the simulator. It reads
in the Keddah file and uses its parameters to generate a timeline of flows to be initiated
between the containers (cf. Section 7.3.2).
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7.3.2 Simulating Single Jobs
Collectively, the above classes are used to generate traffic within the simulator. Because
each job operates in a different fashion, the start method in each job implementation is
customised. For example, the TeraSort starts the mapper threads and reducer threads
only once, whilst the PageRank has two calculation stages, and each stage requires a
new set of mappers and reducers. This highlights the need for different jobs to be imple-
mented separately. Keddah currently has implementations for TeraSort and Kmeans; it
is possible for others to implement their own jobs.
Figure 7.3 shows the traffic generation process in each job, including the job thread
(black), mapper thread (green) and reducer thread (yellow). When the job starts in the
simulator, the main thread first gets the number of mappers (from the Keddah file’s
five-tuple model). Note that the Keddah file might contain multiple five-tuple models,
each for a different cluster configuration; hence, when running simulations, it is necessary
to select the preferred configuration. It then starts the individual mapper threads. In
the mapper threads, the process asks the ResourceScheduler for the required resource
(i.e., a working node to host itself). Once acquired, the node decrements the appropriate
resource unit count from itself (using the ResourceScheduler and initiates the container.
Note, CPU and memory resources are modelled (on each node) as possessing a certain
number of “units”, which can be stipulated by the experimenter (e.g., 1GB of memory).
Each container consumes a certain number of these units; by default, each container
consumes 2xCores and 1GB of memory.
Once the mapper containers have been started, it follows the procedure below to
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generate the traffic flows: Algorithm 1:
Data: the 5 Mapper traffic distributions
Result: generate the Mapper traffic
load number of sources (NS) from the Keddah file;
ns=GenerateRandomNumber.NormalDistribution(NS);
while ns do
load number of flows per source (NFPS) from the Keddah file;
nfps=GenerateRandomNumber.NormalDistribution(NFPS);
SourceNode=GetRandomNodeFromCluster(); while nfps do










Algorithm 1: Generate the traffic of Mapper container.
And inside each flow, the traffic is generated using the procedure illustrated: Algo-
rithm 2:
After all the mapper containers have been started, the job thread keeps a track of run-
ning/finished mappers. When the number of completed mappers exceeds the threshold
(set by mapreduce.job.reduce.slowstart.completedmaps value in the Keddah source file),
the job thread starts the reducers, which the total number of reducers yields to the dis-
tribution parameter in the Keddah file. Similar to the mapper, the reducer threads start
with requesting resources, then generate traffic by starting the TCP application with the
other four parameters from the 5-tuples in the Keddah file: number of sources, number
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Data: SourceNode (sn),DestinationNode (ds),FlowSize (fs),FlowStartTime(fst)













Algorithm 2: The TrafficApp class, generate one traffic flow.
of flow, flow size and start time. Finally, the HDFS write traffic is generated by the end
of each reducer thread. And resources assigned to the container at the node is returned
to the ResourceScheduler for new assignments.
7.3.3 Simulating Multiple Jobs
Keddah can also support running multiple jobs as a workload (within one simulation).
This is typical in clusters, where multiple datasets will be processed in parallel across
several jobs. However, simulating multiple nodes and jobs in parallel has always been
challenging due to the difference between parallel processing with the discrete event
simulations [244, 245]. We have explicitly built support for running multiple jobs with
Keddah.
Simulating the traffic from multiple jobs in Keddah is similar to a single job: we
generate the traffic from the application level so that that network layer behaviour can
be exposed for study. We first tried to integrate OpenMP with ns3 to run jobs in parallel,
however, OpenMP complicates the code implementation by specifying the behaviour for
each computer core. We then tried pthread; however, the use of pthread in ns3 requires
the real time simulator implementation and the simulation of Hadoop traffic is often



























































Figure 7.3: The flow chart for generating Hadoop traffic in ns3.
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too heavy to be running in real time. So finally, we come up with a solution of each
job implementation being expected to extend (inherits) the ns3 Application class. Upon
executing the simulation, each job will enter a queue by an exponentially distributed
interval (extracted from the real trace in SWIM [236]), and the job is only executed once
sufficient resources (i.e., simulated CPU and memory on the nodes) are available. At
this point, the next job within the queue will begin execution. This reflects the process
by which jobs are queued in a real Hadoop schedule.
Researchers can stipulate their own arrival rate for the multiple jobs. However, for
convenience, we also make available the arrival rates based on the SWIM [243] dataset
(which contains multiple jobs). To support multiple jobs, the ResourceScheduler we
have implemented (which deals with resource management) allows multiple containers
from multiple jobs to compete for the nodes within the simulator. Yarn will allocate
containers to nodes one-by-one from each job in a round-robin fashion based on the
resources available. Each job, therefore, executes as a single job, generating its own
traffic within the simulator. We note that Keddah has an API allowing developers to
implement any other scheduling mechanism they desire. The traffic is multiplexed within
the IP-layer implementation of ns3.
7.4 Validation
By design, each of the individual empirical models (e.g., time distribution, amount of
traffic) closely reflects the original traffic. However, it is important to validate that the
combination of these attributes to replay the flow-level traffic is also accurate. To achieve
this, we compare the original traffic against that replayed by Keddah. Ideally, these two
sets should be statistically similar across the duration of the job execution.
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7.4.1 By Correlation
We first compare the traffic of a single job by calculating the correlation between the
simulated and the real traffic. The traffic is generated over a period of time and we want
to include the time in the comparison as well. Thus, we first calculate the accumulated
size of traffic transmitted over time for both the simulated and real trace and then
calculate the correlation in between. Figure 7.4 shows the fraction of overall traffic
generated per second across both our real testbed traces and our replayed traces (for
TeraSort 2GB). We observe that, visually, the trends are similar, suggesting that the

































































Figure 7.4: Cumulative traffic generated per second in (i) real physical testbed
traces; and (ii) simulated replayed traces. The horizontal line
demarcates HDFS Read from Shuffle traffic as shown in Figure 6.3.
To quantify the similarity, we calculate the correlation between the testbed traces and
the simulated traffic. We calculate the correlations across the 1st quartile, mean and 3rd
quartile of the accumulated percentage of traffic delivery shown in Figure 7.4. Table 7-
B presents the correlations for several job types. We observe that the correlations are
generally high, confirming that the 5 attributes, indeed, allow the traffic to be replayed.
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Table 7-B: Correlation of cumulative traffic generated between simulation with
real trace in terms of 1st quartile, mean and 3rd quartile.
Job 1st quartile mean 3rd quartile
TeraSort 1GB 0.91 0.94 0.93
TeraSort 2GB 0.59 0.98 0.97
TeraSort 3GB 0.96 0.92 0.81
kmeans 10x5m 0.89 0.92 0.87
kmeans 10x8m 0.65 0.78 0.79
7.4.2 By Mean Absolute Percentage Error
To further validate the accuracy of Keddah, we run a set of TeraSort jobs with a fixed
interval of 20 seconds between each job. We execute these in both the real testbed
and the simulator environments and compare the traffic transmission. Figure 7.5 and
Figure 7.6 show the comparison of the real and the simulation workload traffic using 3





































































Figure 7.5: Comparison of traffic workload in reality and simulation when exe-
cuting 3 TeraSort 3GB jobs.
To quantify the simulation accuracy, we introduce the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) [246] to measure the distance between two transmissions (measured real
vs. simulated):




































































Figure 7.6: Comparison of traffic workload in reality and simulation when exe-
cuting 5 TeraSort 3GB jobs.
Table 7-C: MAPE of simulated traffic transmission for workload consists of
multiple jobs.
Minimum 1st quartile Median 3rd quartile Maximum
TeraSort 3GB x 3 0.84 0.55 0.10 1.43 0.98
TeraSort 3GB x 5 0.49 0.26 0.09 0.97 0.56
Kmeans 100k*50 x 5 0.65 0.45 0.10 1.2 0.61







Where t is the time, rt is the fraction of traffic transmitted at time k over the real
testbed, and st is the fraction of traffic transmitted at time t in the simulation. Due
to the randomness in traffic, for each rt and st, we use minimum value, 1st quartile,
median, 3rd quartile and maximum values according to statistics and compare the MAPE
respectively. Table 7-C shows the MAPE value calculated for TeraSort with different
parameters. To gain a better confidence, apart from TeraSort, we also implemented
Kmeans in Keddah and listed the accuracy in Table 7-C too. The distance between the
simulated traffic with and real one is below 50% for most of the results, and below 20%
in terms of median value. Thus we consider the difference is small enough to generate a
valid Hadoop traffic from the simulation process.
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7.5 Use Case Demonstration
The goal behind Keddah is to allow researchers to evaluate network innovations under
realistic application-layer Hadoop traffic. These include innovations such as novel data
centre topologies, queuing mechanisms, routing protocols or congestion control algo-
rithms. In this section, we demonstrate how Keddah can be used in profiling different
network topologies and TCP protocol flavours, so that others can use this tool for their
own purpose as well.
7.5.1 Experimental Setup
The workload we generate consists of an equal number of TeraSort (3G dataset) and
kmeans (50 cluster and 50k samples) jobs, launched in a random sequence. The job
parameters can be tuned for better flexibility, but we use a fixed job setup for testing
purposes. We perform sensitivity analysis across the load by selecting different parame-
ters for the job arrival process, modelled using an exponential distribution, as we found
job arriving interval extracted from the real trace in SWIM [236] are exponential dis-
tributed.
7.5.2 Evaluating Network Topologies
A number of novel data centre topologies have been proposed in recent years, e.g., Fat-
Tree [171], Dcell [177] and Camcube [176]. Thus, researchers developing such topologies
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are required to evaluate the performance of applications (like Hadoop) operating over
them. Previously, people have studied data centre topologies to see how the network
changes as the data centre scales up [247]. However, doing so requires flexible environ-
ments (e.g., simulations) that can easily vary these scale parameters. Keddah offers a
powerful tool for such experiments.
Topology design involves a number of considerations, including performance, reliabil-
ity, scalability, security and cost. Amongst which, performance is usually evaluated by
the throughput, packet loss and latency (under various traffic loads) [16, 171, 182, 248].
However, for tractability, only a few types of traffic are typically used in real setups [249].
Thus, simulation methodologies are often used [128, 155, 156, 250] to investigated the
network performance. Even so, the traffic is still so important because the perfor-
mance of certain topologies may vary across different workloads and application pat-
terns [128, 249].
To highlight the efficacy of Keddah, we next present experiments exploring the per-
formance of various data centre topologies with Hadoop traffic, including FatTree [171],
Dcell [177] and Camcube [176]. These three are very typical data center network topolo-
gies that are representatives of clos, star and torus topologies. The specific instances
we use in the experiments are FatTree (8x8), CamCube (4) and DCell (2,2) which con-
tains 64, 64, and 42 nodes respectively. Of course, Keddah could operate under any
configurations the experimenter wishes.
We first measure the average throughput achieved among every nodes in the cluster
by run the workload with various job submission interval. With the lower job submission
interval, the traffic load will be higher. To get a precise result, we run each experiment
100 times and present the results from each run in a box plot. Figure 7.7 shows the
throughput measured from all the three topologies under different workloads. We can
see that, from the throughput point of view, topology is a determinate factor rather than
workload intensity: DCell can achieve 10x high throughput than CamCube and nearly
50x more than FatTree. Though the difference is getting smaller with low-intensity work-






















Figure 7.7: Comparison of the average throughput of three topologies in dif-






















Figure 7.8: Comparison of the packet loss in the FatTree topology.
loads, DCell still holds more advantages than CamCube and FatTree. It is worth noting
that the throughput results shown in our simulation match the results of works [128, 249]
in terms of the all-to-all or randomly selected traffic matrices.
Moreover, we also evaluate the packet loss over various workloads. Again, we run each
experiment 100 times to show the results in a box plot. Fig. 7.8 shows the percentage
of packet loss compared to the total traffic delivered in FatTree. Strangely, although the
figure is floating within a certain range, the percentage of packet loss is increased when
the workload intensity decreases. We failed to found any previous study on this as a
reference.
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7.5.3 TCP vs DCTCP
Our next experiment explores the performance benefits of Data Center TCP (DCTCP) [196]
— a flavour of TCP specifically designed for use in data centres. Unlike the traffic pat-
terns that DCTCP was originally evaluated with, we have found that Hadoop generates
many short flows with high burstiness. We use the DCTCP implementation in ns3 2,
and RED queues [185] with a marking threshold at 100 and 40 packets, respectively. The
workload consists of TeraSort and Kmeans jobs, running on the FatTree and CamCube
topologies.
We compare the performance achieved of TCP NewReno [251] against DCTCP with
various topologies and workload intensities. Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 show the through-
put and packet loss measured for FatTree and CamCube under various workloads. Again,
as each experiment runs over 100 times, the measure is shown as a range.
We found that DCTCP, indeed, attains improved throughput, however, depends on
the type of topology. We measure the average network throughput among all nodes,
against various workload traffic load represented by the interval in between jobs sub-
mitted. Again, each experiment is run a set of times thus the throughput measured in
shown by a box plot. As shown in Figure 7.9, DCTCP increased the throughput beyond
TCP NewReno by between 1 and 14% (the best case was under a heavy workload, where
TCP NewReno performed poorly). However, when it comes to CamCube, as shown in
Figure 7.10, the throughput of normal TCP can be higher than the DCTCP, especially
when the workload is high intensity. Similar results can be found in [252] showing
regular TCP can achieve higher throughput when the traffic load is low.
In terms of packet loss, we did the same measurement and plot the overall packet
loss among all node in Figure 7.11, against various traffic load. As expected, DCTCP
achieves a lower packet loss rate across all workloads around 0.25%, where for TCP
NewReno is around 0.45%. We also note that the packet loss is particular lower during
2https://github.com/i-maravic/ns-3



























Figure 7.9: Comparison of the throughput of TCP NewReno with DCTCP
























Figure 7.10: Comparison of the throughput of TCP NewReno with DCTCP
with CamCube under different workload, higher the better.
heavy workloads. If we correlated the packet loss with the throughput, we can see that
as the packet loss is reduced by 0.1% to 0.2%, the throughput of DCTCP is increased
by 4.2% to 6.4% in the heavy loads shown in Figure. 7.9.
7.5.4 Conclusion on Keddah Use Case
In conclusion, we have shown two examples of how researchers might use Keddah to
profile network innovations over Hadoop cluster, i.e., novel topologies, and protocols.
Previously, due to the limited experimental methods and traffic generators, people
could not investigate how Hadoop might interact with the network via simulations. How-



























Figure 7.11: Comparison of the packet loss (in percentage) of TCP NewReno
with DCTCP with FatTree under different workload, lower the
better.
ever, as the two examples have highlighted, Keddah allows researchers to explore their
network-level innovations with realistic Hadoop traffic running over them. By using
Keddah, we revealed the performance of various network topologies and protocols. We
made a series of findings: we found DCell outperforms FatTree and CamCube which can
be used as a guide when choosing the network topology for distributed system cluster.
We also evaluated the performance of DCTCP, found that DCTCP’s performance is
dependent on the underlying topology. That said the protocol performance could not
be determined without taking the underlay network and application into consideration.
We emphasise that this is not meant as an exhaustive list of experiments that Keddah
supports — simply two exemplars of what Keddah can support.
7.6 Summary
We have presented a methodology and a tool for capturing the traffic of Hadoop jobs,
in order to generate traffic workloads for network simulations. Our empirical measure-
ments show how different jobs have unique traffic patterns. Keddah uses the captured
information to generate traffic workloads parametrised to the main characteristics of the
job and the dataset.
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Keddah greatly simplifies the simulation of Big Data workloads, which we believe can
help with the initial evaluation of data centre network research initiatives. This chapter
has shown how the integration with a network simulator enables researchers to evaluate
very different network components such as data centre topologies and congestion control
protocol variants with respect to the workload of a distributed data processing job. This
tool fulfilled our goal of enabling the exploration of various networking techniques on
the distributed processing applications, so that networking performance of distributed





Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Summary
Networking has developed over many years, and people have proposed many techniques
to help improve network performance for delay, throughput, reliability, etc. However,
network performance is still so fragile that any alteration that impacts the traffic can
hugely change the result. Also, the diversity of applications makes networks even more
difficult to manage. Thus, any evidence we can find regarding the traffic generated by
popular applications can be useful to guide network operations.
However, with the fast evolution of network applications, most previous work on
profiling applications is no longer enough. For example, people have done a lot of work
on profiling large-scale Internet applications such as video-on-demand (VOD) and user-
generated-content (UGC), but little work has examined user-generated live streaming.
Similar to data center applications, many works have been done on characterising data
center traffic such as Web applications. However very few of them look at distributed
processing applications like Hadoop. This lack of understanding has prevented people
from proposing network side innovations to better handle of the traffic. Instead, the
network can only work in a best-effort manner as we do not know what support those
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applications need from the network.
The first step towards the understanding of application traffic patterns is to measure
and characterise the application traffic. In this thesis, two popular distributed applica-
tions have been investigated, Twitch and Hadoop, representative of Internet-wide and
datacentre-scale respectively:
• Twitch is a recently-emerged single application; it gathers 600k users online on
average and has become the 4th peak US Internet traffic generator.
• In the data centre, distributed applications built with the Hadoop framework are
widely deployed and developed, these have not been sufficiently investigated from
the network side.
As we can’t fully acquire the traffic of Twitch from the Internet, we approached dis-
covering the popularity behind this large-scale online video streaming platform by using
public web crawling. We started by investigating the content, as the content is what
has driven the popularity in non-live UGC platforms. After correlating the metadata of
content in terms of genre, release date and rating, we found that the channel popularity
is barely related to the content (the games being broadcast). Thus, we continued to
profile the streamers: the streamers who are professional players, the streamers who are
trying to finish the games with minimum time (speedrun). One of the bot streamers
attracted millions of people watching, and many other contributors stream in their own
unique ways. They can even carry with them all the viewers of that game when they
switch to other games. With this understanding of popularity, we continued to investi-
gate the content delivery techniques of Twitch. We used open HTTP proxies to perform
a large-scale measurement study of Twitch’s infrastructure and revealed Twitch’s global
infrastructure deployment in North America, Europe and Asia. We found that Twitch
uses a cost-effective streaming placement strategy which first places the stream in North
America and then distributes it based on the stream popularity. Finally, we found that
Twitch has weak client redirection in the Asia area which could be caused by its low
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levels of Internet peering in Asia. This finding underlined the importance of networking
for large-scale services like Twitch.
For Hadoop, we started with profiling the network traffic behaviours, investigating
traffic generated for various jobs, such as different clusters, cluster settings and job set-
tings. To quantify such traffic, we proposed a traffic matrix formed of a set of distribu-
tions, so that traffic generated under different scenarios could be compared, reproduced
and even extrapolated. Furthermore, we implemented this traffic reproduction function
in a state-of-the-art network simulator named ns3, so that people can evaluate different
network components handling Hadoop traffic. Finally, a few examples of using such
simulator are shown, including comparing the performance of different DCN topologies
and transport layer protocols.
At the end of this research, we have acquired an in-depth understanding of the traffic
behaviour of two distributed applications, investigated how the traffic is handled at
the moment and how the traffic delivery can be evaluated. This work is valuable in
providing insightful findings for application behaviour related study, and also enabling
the evaluation and prediction of network performance.
8.2 Contributions
This thesis provides a base observation of traffic behaviour of distributed applications
as different scales. Through data-driven studies including measurement, modelling and
simulation, a clear understanding of the network traffic generated by both applications
is presented, and from these application behaviours, the networking architecture and
performance have been explored. The specific contributions are listed here:
1. We revealed the traffic patterns of two popular distributed applications.
This thesis carefully surveyed a number of distributed applications and found a
gap between the deployment of distributed applications and the understanding of
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networking for those applications. Although, it’s essential for the distributed appli-
cations to perform, the networking impact of user-generated online video streaming
and distributed data processing application is poorly understood. Thus, this the-
sis found some of the most popular and representative applications in each area,
namely Twitch and Hadoop, and used them to enrich the understanding of net-
working impacts. We have characterised the behaviour of both applications, either
by actively and passively probe the system status, or establish a test environment
to generate the traffic by ourselves. The behaviour we collected is the first of its
kind, and can be used as a reference for measurement works in the future.
2. We revealed that streamers are the key factor of popularity in Twitch.
A major contribution of this thesis is identifying the key factor behind the popu-
larity of user-generated online video streaming: streamers. We used public APIs to
collect data from the most popular user-generated online video streaming platform,
Twitch. Like other studies on user-generated content platforms, we first investi-
gated the popularity of Twitch against the contents. As a video game streaming
platform, we used game metadata from an external source to estimate the Twitch
channel popularity. However, we found that unlike traditional VOD platforms,
the popular contents are usually newly generated. Though newly released games
in Twitch can draw little attention, the top few games in Twitch remain popular
for years. Those top games are usually broadcast during tournaments, which can
produce peak viewer figures. This phenomenon led us to investigate the channels
behind the games, and we found the popularity is more correlated with the chan-
nel, for example, whatever game the channel decides to play, it always draws a lot
of viewers. Players/channels can draw all the viewers from one game to another,
and their popularity can even go beyond Twitch to other social platforms.
3. We discovered Twitch uses a single global-scale CDN without caching
to deliver user-generated live video streaming.
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The infrastructure footprint of the largest user-generated online video streaming
platform has been revealed in this thesis and how the infrastructure is utilized
has been justified. To reduce the latency of content delivery and to enable real-
time interaction during the streaming, Twitch only uses a dozen POPs around
four continents: NA, EU, AS and OC. This is unlike other VOD services that
often deploy content mirroring in ISP caches. To reduce the hosting overload,
the stream is always hosted in NA first and spread across other continent servers
based on the channel popularity in the region. Clients are redirected to one of the
Twitch POPs based on their Internet routing. However, the performance of this
redirection strategy is limited by Twitch’s peering in the Asian area, which leads
to many Asian clients being served by NA servers.
4. We proposed a traffic model to capture Hadoop traffic, so that Hadoop
traffic can be compared and reproduced.
This thesis is the first one to characterise and model the traffic generated by the
Hadoop distributed processing framework. Though networking is essential to per-
form any data processing task, little work has been done on the networking aspect
of Hadoop. In this thesis, we first characterised the Hadoop traffic under various
cluster settings, jobs and job settings. Based on the characterisation, we further
proposed a traffic model that takes the Hadoop behaviour into consideration and
can capture and describe the Hadoop traffic with fine granularity.
5. We developed Keddah, a simulation tool for profiling the networking
performance with Hadoop traffic.
To enable the study of networking support for Hadoop without extra infrastruc-
ture cost, and reduce the cost of modifying topologies and protocols, a tool named
Keddah was built, that can work along with the popular network simulator ns3 to
explore various network components for Hadoop. By using this tool, people can
generate Hadoop job traffic workload while evaluating the performance of differ-
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ent networking technologies, to explore the best networking strategy for Hadoop
traffic. We have shown a few examples of Hadoop traffic performance under vari-
ous data centre networking topologies and transport layer protocols using Keddah.
This work can be easily extended using a similar approach to explore the network
performance of distributed processing applications.
8.3 Limitations
Two popular distributed applications named Twitch and Hadoop have been profiled in
this thesis. However, there are some limitations due to the data sources and resources.
On the Twitch side, we have profiled the content popularity and content delivery
to understand how the traffic is generated and delivered. To fully reveal how Twitch
delivers content across the globe, we took advantage of Internet proxies and leveraged the
locations provided. We profiled how Twitch handles traffic delivery in different regions.
However, due to the traffic visibility on the Internet, we can not fully see the traffic end
to end. For example, we used proxies to simulate the client: we found the proxy server
location A and probed the Twitch broadcast server’s location B. However, we cannot
see how the content is transmitted to B from an internal Twitch source. Lack of this
information makes it difficult to explain some of the behaviours observed, such as why
servers in Asia are less likely to be selected. We found explanations from external sources
such as BGP peering, but hard evidence is still missing to prove that. If traffic from the
central Twitch servers could be found, then we could investigate different aspects such
as cost and performance to understand the stream delivery and redirection policy.
For Hadoop, we can successfully generate Hadoop traffic for research studies by repro-
ducing the empirical traces captured on our 16-node testbed. As a generic data process-
ing platform, Hadoop can support various jobs based on the MapReduce platform. In
our work, we profiled popular jobs commonly used in benchmarking such as TeraSort,
Kmeans, PageRank and WordCount. Those jobs are also utilised by the research com-
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munity in profiling Hadoop. However, jobs from production environments should be
included to reveal the full spectrum of Hadoop traffic. With limited access to industrial
environments and data, currently we do not have traffic samples from the production
environment, and this certainly reduces the reliability of our network simulation tool.
From the implementation point of view, we have not generalized the traffic generation of
different jobs as each job needs to be implemented separately. Other work we can do to
address the generality is to extend the traffic model to other new distributed processing
frameworks, such as Apache Tez [140]. We hope our open-source network simulation
tool will encourage its use by the industry to publicise their traffic statistics so that the
community can be benefit from a diversity of traffic profiles.
8.4 Future Work
Apart from the work shown in this thesis, there are still many further directions that
can be explored based on current progress. For example, we have successfully profiled
the network behaviour of Hadoop and proposed a method to evaluate the performance
of network components based on Hadoop traffic. Thus, we can estimate the network
performance of a cluster before it is established. However, the network is not included
alongside CPU and memory in the resource management of Hadoop, despite the fact
that the network can massively affect the distributed system performance. That said,
one of the future work streams of the Hadoop team is to include the network (e.g.,
bandwidth, queue, etc.) as a resource in the resource scheduling. With the network
scheduler implemented, the tasks could be prioritised according to network conditions.
One of the main challenges of this work is the scheduling algorithm, which could use
the traffic characterisation results of this thesis as the foundation. By introducing the
Hadoop traffic distributions, one can schedule the traffic flow using linear programming
to optimise the overall link utilisation or packet latency.
Much work could also be carried out with developing a large-scale video streaming
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platform Twitch. Based on the content popularity and current infrastructure we have
already found, we can explore lots of server allocation algorithms such as allocating the
servers based on predictions of the viewing demand to use the servers more efficiently.
8.5 Concluding Remarks
This thesis has profiled two distributed applications operating at different scales. The
distributed systems are heavily relying on the underlying network. However, their net-
work behaviour is not well understood currently. This makes it difficult to find the
right networking techniques to support these applications, not to say improving net-
work performance. Thus, two popular yet poorly understood distributed applications
have been studied in two parts of this thesis. The first part focused on a large-scale
live video streaming platform. We first investigated the popularity to reveal the view-
ing behaviour. Based on the popularity, the worldwide content delivery infrastructure
is studied to reveal the networking aspect of live streaming. The second part of this
thesis focused on a data center scale distributed processing application. Similarly, we
first characterised the application traffic. Based on the modelling result for the traffic, a
distributed application traffic generation tool has been proposed. With such tool, people
can profile various network components against distributed application traffic, enabling
network performance explorations on distributed applications. With the distributed
applications becoming more and more popular nowadays, the characterised traffic pat-
terns and tools developed in this thesis will further help people improve the network
performance for distributed applications.
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